


Amory Starr, PhD is a political 
economist and social movements 
scholar. After spending years 
talking to tear gas outside of 
global governance summits, she 
started an underground 
restaurant to make participatory 
politics more appealing.

Andrea Godshalk delivers 
programs on urban agriculture, 
food system design, youth 
leadership, and community art 
throughout the world.
 You can see more of her work at 
www.liberatoryecology.com. 

The Local Food Movement has superseded 
organic by understanding food as community, rather 
than commodity.  People want to know their farmer, 
not only to reassure them about ecological practices, 
but to complete a circle of social relations around the 
production and consumption of food. 

In the ruins of Wall Street we have built an 
economy that is all about integrity.  This movement has 
made turnips and lard chic, elevating home cooking 
to a celebration.  The result? Small-scale farming is a 
viable livelihood once again.  And local food is just the 
beginning of the rebirth of artisan economics. 

What can we do to repair the economy? 
Cultural activity creates economic spaces and 
exchanges.  Welcome to an elegant dinner where there 
might not be enough chairs for everyone, and the 
guests help cook. 

   Welcome to an underground restaurant.
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NOT a Potluck
    is it food ?  
    is it performance art ?  
             is it democracy ?

      IntroductIon
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We shared a table with 8 strangers and actually spoke to them. 

The Economy feels very big, and out of control. We know it affects us 
every day, but we feel too small to influence it. We may feel that our 
understanding of it is inadequate, but we do feel entitled to meaningful 
work, fair compensation, and quality goods. We feel uncomfortable with 
the idea that these entitlements may not be available to all. And we feel it 
ought to be possible to furnish them without destroying the ecosystem. 

Because many of us believe that these things are possible, and seek 
opportunities to enact this belief, we have actually built another economy 
amidst the ruins of  Wall Street. This is the local food economy, now worth 
$4.8 billion in the Unites States alone. The faith people have expressed in 
farmers, ecological agriculture, husbandry, and stewardship has reversed 
the statistical reality in which small farms were becoming extinct. Now, 
their numbers are growing again. There will be a next generation of 
farmers. 

This book is about how this happened and how we can extend the 
transformation to other parts of the economy. The change in financial 
reality is the result of a cultural change, influenced by many perspectives, 
organizations, and actions. We change the culture by expressing and enacting 
our values and sharing these ideas and practices with other people. The 
book begins with one cultural intervention, an underground restaurant.
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The Viand is one of a number of underground restaurants which 
welcome strangers into private homes for a convivial dining experience. 
Our aspiration is to entice people into eating seasonal and artisan food, 
buying directly from local producers, and building community.  

The Viand ran monthly in Venice California from November 2005 
through August 2007, and has been run intermittently since in Boston 
Massachusetts, Wellington New Zealand, and Sydney Australia. After years 
spent fighting the ravages of a globalizing economy by inhaling tear-gas and 
dodging rubber bullets outside undemocratic global governance meetings, 
starting an underground restaurant was an experiment with the idea that 
pleasure could be a medium for social change. We were not alone. 

The Slow Food Movement’s Convivia nurture a rediscovery of the 
forgotten pleasures of feast and table. Underground restaurants disrupt 
the cynicism and individualism of consumer culture through informal 
seating and intimacy with strangers. Both challenge the ways that food is 
commodified. They do this by prioritizing community and food quality 
over choice and control. At the Viand, as each guest enters, a stranger 
accosts them to hand-feed them their first taste and then instructs them 
to greet the next arrival, letting them know they are not just a consumer 
any more.  

Meanwhile, farmers markets are becoming urban landmarks, social 
destinations, and incubators for entrepreneurs. Food trucks are becoming 
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dining sensations. Small-batch production –coffee roasting, beer brewing, 
breadmaking– is creating significant new markets and reinvigorating 
neighborhood economies.  

Expanding this new culture of eating and cooking, The Viand inspires 
and facilitates changes in our guests’ ongoing food choices by introducing 
them to their local foodscape, demonstrating simple and quick cooking 
methods, and encouraging them to eat fresh artisan food every day. 

The book begins with our story, showing that our project and ideas 
didn’t arrive fully formed. We didn’t set out to make a social movement. 
We set out to make dinner, but our values showed through. How we make 
dinner came from our histories, from experiments, from the idea of creating 
space for what we valued, expressing ourselves, working democratically, 
and participating in an expansive dialogue. The event is not haphazard. 
There’s a lot of intentionality. The space is set up beautifully, but there are 
no servants. The food is gourmet, but people are eating with their hands. 
We are providing a beautiful meal, but the guests feel involved, they want 
to help make it happen. They are participating. 

Guests keep sneaking into our kitchen and asking questions: “What 
is that?” “How did you make this?” “Is that all you do?” Since we cook so 
simply, these questions suggest that our methods should be shared. Our 
cooking classes begin at the farmers market and continued around the 
kitchen bench. For the dinners, we develop ceremonies, zines, graphics, 
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and party games. We link farmers’ names, faces, and places to foods on the 
plate. We attach menus to seasons. Some of the guests ask to work alongside 
us in the kitchen and this experience accelerates their recognition that they 
too can well afford the time and money and attention to eat this way. Soon, 
guests are explaining provenance to fellow diners and re-telling the chefs’ 
family food stories as they serve one another.  

We notice similarities between the passion of farmers and craftsmen. 
We keep hearing about people who leave professional careers to make things 
by hand. Chapters three and four explain how the Local Food movement 
can be used as a model for further economic transformations and how it is 
that cultural activities like dinner parties can change the economy. Sources 
of the ideas discussed here are listed at the end of the book. 

Chapters five and six are designed to get you started. Chapter five 
profiles a diverse and creative group of underground restaurants to spark 
your imagination. Chapter six is how we managed all the logistics – and a 
few favorite recipes. 

We very much hope to see you at the table… 
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     inviting 200 people   
               to dinner 
          
          the Story
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The first Viand was a homemade pizza party in 1998, when we put all our 
tables and desks end-to-end down the huge hall of the house. People were 
sitting on speakers and milk crates, just to be around the table together. 
That was the first time I remember cooking in the drawers because there 
wasn’t enough counterspace. For years I wanted to get back to that dinner 
party. 

Many of the people around that first table were our students. Tony 
Samara and I had started teaching a course entitled The Political Economy 
of Food in 1995. We were determined to teach economics to students 
from oppressed communities (who, like most people, are intimidated and 
disempowered by the topic). One night we greeted each other each saying 
“I had an idea today…” and our ideas were identical: “We should use food as 
the theme of a political economy class.” We hoped that students would feel 
food was tangible and personal, overcoming the abstraction and distance 
of economics. 

Harriet Friedmann had used the term in a 1982 paper, but the 
political economy of food had no traction in the social sciences in the mid-
1990s. The university not only refused to pay us to teach the class, but 
wouldn’t even give us access to classrooms.

So we convened the course in our living room. But our students, 
mostly low income and students of color, tended to arrive hungry. So, with 
no professional cooking experience, we learned to cook dinner for 20 and 
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soon found our house full of people who wanted to sit down and have 
dinner together even when class wasn’t on. 

We continued to teach the course in this manner until 1998, when 
I listed it as a condition of my first job contract. I then taught the Political 
Economy of Food annually at several universities until I retired in 2009. 
I continued cooking for the class, because it was obvious that we needed 
to share food in this seminar – we needed to enact and embody this most 
personal topic of study. 

Every semester the class took field trips to farmers markets, food 
coops, and community gardens where the students were assigned to talk to 
farmers, taste, and buy something. They came back from these experiences 
with their eyes popping: “He gave me free things to take home. That never 
happens at the supermarket.”… “It tasted so good.” “The farmers are so 
excited about what they grow.” The trips ended up back in our kitchen 
where we showed the students how to cook what we’d bought. We didn’t 
want to leave them –as so many university classes do– with new politics 
but no way to practice them. 

The students did more than eat differently. Alumni of this class went 
on to build community gardens, run farms, and build policy programs. 
More than any other project I’ve been involved in, this class hit the right mix 
of outrage, vision, and tools to take action. Somehow this class empowered 
them, and stayed with them. 
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For much of this time I was exiled in a region where if I cooked 
dinner for friends they would politely eat it and then, just as politely, ask 
why I had gone to so much trouble instead of just ordering some pizza. 
Cultural alienation like this told me that it didn’t matter how great my 
job was, I needed to pack up my six-burner double-oven 1948 O’Keefe & 
Merritt and go home to California. 

In September 2001, just days before 9/11 would flatten the 
alterglobalization movement (to which I had devoted every waking minute 
since November 1999 when we met the WTO in Seattle), I was in Winnipeg 
to speak at the birthday celebration of the Mondragón cooperative bookshop. 
One of my mentors, Leo Panitch, was in town too, and suggested we meet 
up after a lecture he was giving. His lecture, for a conference of the Jewish 
Heritage Center, described Jewish radical culture in Canadian and Eastern 
US cities in the first half of the 1900s. 

I was struck by Leo’s description of the density of community 
institutions through which people were learning, debating, and forming 
ideas about politics. From radical political parties so numerous that families 
would be divided among several, to a selection of daily newspapers in 
Yiddish and Hebrew, to mutual aid societies, to lively daily debate over 
international political events, neighborhoods were saturated with the 
relevance and possibilities of political thought and action.

My next few years were occupied with anti-war activity, but the 
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seed had been planted, and in 2005, it sprouted The Viand. After years in 
the streets, doing politics in a way that most people couldn’t relate to, I 
recognized the lack of and need for community institutions that would 
develop culture and politics. I also wanted to do political work with a much 
broader array of people. And I was sure that political change needed to be 
more appealing than the meetings I’d been attending. The Viand looked like 
a dinner party... 

My Swiss friends Mark and Stevie both had birthdays in November. 
Not wanting to celebrate thanksgiving, I called it a commemoration of the 
WTO shutdown in 1999 and double birthday party. I said “I don’t want to 
serve a big meal on a big plate and have everyone pass out afterward.”  They 
said “And we like different kinds of birthday cake.” With my friend Fritz 
(who claimed to have survived life in the US Navy by reading cookbooks) 
I cooked all day, serving little bites of this and that as it was ready, and two 
birthday cakes. That dinner was also memorable because in the end the 
number of languages being spoken outnumbered the guests.

This was Los Angeles, and although I had many friends in the area, 
I rarely saw them. Just as New Yorkers tend to go out at night to escape 
cramped apartments, after a harrowing day on the freeways Los Angeles 
people tend to burrow in at home. Nothing is possible at 7 pm and RSVPs 
are reluctant. But I was lonely and wanted to cook about it, so I invited my 
entire email list to dinner at 8 on a Saturday – “no response required.”  
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There were about 200 people on the list; I was thrilled when 12 
showed up. I didn’t plan a menu in advance. I just stocked the kitchen 
as usual from LA’s abundant farmers markets. When the guests arrived, I 
pondered the vegetables for inspiration. I cooked and served one thing at 
a time until  everyone was full. I prefer to work than mingle at parties, so 
I was happy. 

In Los Angeles, your neighbors are more likely to show up than 
people who live across town, even if the neighbors barely know you and 
the ones across town are dear friends. One of my neighbors was Kristina 
Olsen, the folksinger. She would turn up quite late, eat a little, and play 
in the corner with another musician or poet she’d brought. It wasn’t a 
performance, and people didn’t stop talking to pay attention. One time 
she called me the next day to tell me that she and her friend had written a 
song about The Viand. She knew, as artists do, that something special was 
going on, long before I knew. It didn’t even have a name yet. 

I did it again the next month. A different subset of my email list 
showed up. After six months, someone brought their jazz band, and their 
groupies. I would take a break from cooking and go downstairs to dance. It 
wasn’t until I was finding beer bottles behind my bed and we were running 
out of food, that I decided I should charge money, and something had to be 
done about RSVPs. 

Every month people were raving about the food and asking “How 
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do you cook that?” I had worked in a couple of bakeries, so I could throw 
ingredients around at a fast pace and not mind the floor, but I had zero 
professional experience with plates of food. All I knew was to use a scraper 
rather than a kitchen sponge to clean up. I loved the farmers market and I 
just served what I had taught myself to cook. I didn’t do anything elaborate, 
nothing that required more than two steps or two containers. “I do it like 
this.”  The loft had an open kitchen so the guests were on top of it anyway, 
watching and asking questions. 

An early participant was Nicolas Beckman. While foraging my way 
across Los Angeles I had met him at Nancy Silverton’s La Brea Bakery, where 
he was in charge of cheese and picnics. When his apartment building had 
an artists’ open studio day, he served “pairings.” He explained to visitors 
“This is what I do while they’re painting. I stand at my kitchen bench and 
taste things.” He would combine two or three flavors in his hand and tilt his 
head while he decided whether they helped or hurt each other. Inspired by 
the gentle thrill of burrata (fresh mozzarella filled with cream) he placed 
a chunk of it on a slice of hard fuyu persimmon, and then drizzled it with 
saba (grape must). Nicolas’ style made it clear that dining didn’t have to be 
about cooking skill, it was about spectacular ingredients. He showed up at 
our events with phenomenal cheeses, and started The Viand’s tradition of 
verbal food storytelling. 

A year later, Mark and Stevie had gone home to Switzerland, and it 
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was thanksgiving again. Sybille and I had met on an airplane. She and Mason 
lived nearby and had become regular attendees at The Viand. I invited them 
to my disorderly celebration. We spent the day experimenting and teaching  
each other in the kitchen. I strapped on a plastic cock for the man’s job of 
smoking a whole turkey. Mason taught me how to make caramel sauce. 
This was the first “all-chefs Viand.”

A few days later Sybille called in tears. “That was so great. I want to 
cook for people. Can I cook at The Viand?”  Within a few more months, we 
had evicted the jazz band, set up a guest list (maximum 20 –er 30) written 
a mission statement, and had our own participatory wiki where the chefs 
carried on a lively brainstorm of dishes and formulated a menu. 

We printed postcards and gregariously invited everyone we met and 
did business with. People from yoga class, vendors, fellow shoppers at the 
farmers market. Once on our email list, people were welcome to forward 
the invitation to “anyone who loves food and is willing to talk about it.”

In January 2007 we became “The Viand Collective,” a democratic 
group of 5 entirely self-taught chefs, Sybs, Pteri, Duro, Parag, and 
myself. My newfound chef friends learned the methods of participatory 
democracy I had been using for years in activist groups. I set it up that way 
because I hadn’t considered any other way of organizing. We had agendas 
for the meeting, stayed “on-topic,” rotated the facilitation duty, distributed 
responsibility and authority, and made decisions by consensus as equals. 
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At our first meeting I had welcomed the others to cook, but stated 
two groundrules. First, the cooking had to happen where everyone could 
see. The menu had regularized to 10 dishes, spaced 20 minutes apart, with 
the first course at 8 and the last at 11. The idea was that each dish should be 
prepared in that 20 minute window, without much prep beforehand. Chef 
Parag’s molecular gastronomy was an exception to the time-limit, but we 
built him a prep area on the porch where he could chat, demonstrate, and 
light things on fire.

Second, the food had to be seasonal and local meat and produce 
direct from farmers, artisan cheese, and organic sugar, butter, oil, and 
flour. Sybille was astonished: “That’s what you’ve been feeding us? But no 
one knows! You have to tell people!” I was doubtful at first, not wanting to 
be preachy. I didn’t know as much about food as a professional like Nicolas 
— what did I have to say? And besides, that’s what I eat. Why would I 
feed people anything different? We decided to provide an annotated menu, 
listing the provenance of all the food. We often cooked things linked to 
memories, food with stories, and we started to include those stories on 
the menus.  

Now Sybille was a cookbook cook. I’d call her from the market 
on the day of The Viand to tell her there weren’t any string beans. “How 
about asparagus? Jim said he could give me a good price.” I could hear 
her thinking. She knew we’d agreed not to go running to Whole Foods 
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Supermarket. The point was to be serious about seasonality and delivering 
as much money as we could to farmers. If we bought from a supermarket, 
we were defeating a big part of the purpose. Sybs was reading the menu to 
make sure the substitution would fit with the rest of the flavors. She was 
hesitant about what this would do to her dish, but confident in our values. 
“You’ll have to change the menu.” “Don’t worry, I print them at 7pm.” 

One of Duro’s roles was to insist we could do the impossible, like 
making heart-shaped ravioli for 30 people because he had conceived that 
all of the food for the Valentines Viand would be either red or heart-shaped. 
And we did it. 

I have a photo of a 2007 clipping from Bon Appétit. I didn’t subscribe, 
so I think Sybille cut it out. It’s a “Hot Trend” column entitled “The Secrets 
of Underground Dining.”  

You used to have two basic dining choices: eat in (at home) or 
eat out (at a restaurant). Now you have a third: underground 
dining, an emerging way of eating in which people (mostly 
strangers) get together in a relaxed, almost improvisational setting. 
Taking inspiration from the paladares of Cuba and the dissident 
underground dining scene in Berlin … Jeremy Townsend, culinary 
renegade and co-founder of the Ghetto Gourmet, says, “We are…
attempting to make dinner more of an interaction, rather than a 
transaction.”
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We realized this was what we were doing. We were part of something.
We defined our goal: “getting people to buy food from farmers 

markets and cook it themselves.” Every month we debriefed the dinner 
(reprising our favorite dishes just for ourselves), and discussed “what 
rocked,” “what rattled,” and “what to change for next time.” The debrief 
kept hitting on the point that people weren’t getting enough information 
along with the food. So we innovated a variety of materials and party 
games. We produced a ‘zine for each viand, created interactive maps, set 
up vegetable identification stations, and sent guests on ingredient treasure 
hunts. The ‘zine became another form of self-expression for the chefs, with 
Sybs writing about government farm policy bills and Pteri researching 
ingredients. 

We also invent ceremony, rituals mundane and solemn, that help 
our guests become co-creators. The most long-standing and consistent 
of these is the welcome ritual. On arrival, guests are promptly greeted 
with their first bit of food — what is known in high culinary circles as 
an “amuse-bouche.” But at The Viand, the amuse is placed directly in the 
mouth, and not by the hosts, but by another guest. As each person arrives 
and is fed, they are given responsibility for greeting the next person. At 
the first Sydney Viand, I briefed the hosts on the hand-feeding ritual and 
they balked. “No. People won’t do that.” I knew nothing about Australians, 
but I knew not only that it would work but that we needed it. The guests 
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have to understand they aren’t here to be served nice food, they’re here to 
participate. 

Another tradition was started by Mark and Stevie, who wanted to 
be part of The Viand after returning home to Switzerland. They bought 
our gorgeous wooden bowl and their story is told and presence evoked 
at every Viand as the chefs serve from that bowl. We also talk about John 
Talbot, the bowl’s maker, who whimsically bought a hobby lathe on sale. 
A few months later, his passion for freeing bowls from abandoned trees 
had burned out the first lathe, and he knew he had a new calling. (It’s 
John’s story, which I’ve now heard many times from artisans all over the 
world, that inspired me to analyze local food as a model to build an artisan 
economy for household objects.) 

Many other aspects of The Viand’s environment reiterate that this 
is no restaurant as usual. There’s no fixed seating, with guests changing 
positions as at a cocktail party throughout the night. We use wax pencils to 
personalize the wine glasses to keep track of them. Guests participate in the 
environment, refilling water pitchers, cleaning up wine corks, volunteering 
to help with a big chopping task, helping lift something heavy out of the 
oven, offering to serve a course when we’re frantic in the kitchen. 

While other underground restaurants charged $80, we so wanted 
to cook that we subsidized it. Initially we were flattered that people wanted 
to eat our food, let alone pay for it. Later, knowing we were creating 
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something meaningful, we hesitated to charge more out of a concern to 
safeguard the diversity of attendees. So we raised the price to $20 only for 
returning guests, keeping half the list for first-timers at $10. 

August 2007 was the last Venice Viand. Mason and Sybs moved to 
Taos  New Mexico and Duro and I moved to Boston Massachusetts. There 
we found defensive farmers still insisting that organic production wasn’t 
viable. There was little to put in our baskets. We were in shock. We kept 
asking “but what do people eat?” And we kept talking about The Viand.

Our friends Ben and Ana had a loft, and wanted to fill it with food and 
people. Hesitantly we agreed to try, ultimately hosting four Viands “East” 
in two years there. Building a menu was an entirely different experience 
without the inspiration of  abundant, affordable local organic vegetables. It 
just seemed there wasn’t much to work with. Weak with hunger, we went 
to look at the produce imported from our homeland California by  the 
organic supermarket, but it wasn’t what we were used to. The commercial 
organic produce seemed lifeless. But local meat was in good supply. We 
lived on roast chickens and ham and cheese sandwiches. At The Viand the 
cheese course became much more prominent. We learned about artisan 
cheese and charcuterie at Formaggio’s Kitchen, and the dinners featured 
artisan products from Europe alongside seasonal local produce and meat. 

Viand East Three brought the ritual dimension to an entirely new 
level. Guests arrived to find sheets of fresh pasta hanging from clothesline 
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crisscrossing the room. A few dishes into the evening we uncharacteristically 
quieted the chatter, and turned off the music and lights. In candlelight 
and silence, each guest gathered an armful of hanging pasta and joined 
a solemn procession toward the stove. The idea was simultaneously silly 
and serious. We invoked a religious motif to recognize the sacredness of 
handmade food. 

In Boston we implemented work-trade, a form of barter whereby 
we offered four guests the chance to assist in the kitchen and attend for free. 
Each team of two spent half the menu helping, learning, and explaining the 
provenances and stories of the food as they served it to the other guests.  

We learned some things about cooking too. Back in Venice we had 
learned to Gantt-chart cooking, serving, ovenspace, and serving dishes. 
But in Boston, the winter foods wouldn’t obey our planning. It takes 45 
minutes to cook one kabocha winter squash, but if you put six of them in 
the oven, it takes hours. That night several guests had left by the time our 
beloved dessert of caramel drizzled salt-roasted pears emerged from their 
backlogged and tripled baking time.  

Viand East Four in April of 2009 was our most ambitious, including 
two nights and manifesting a long-time vision, a Singles Viand. We did it 
with the help of co-chefs Ben and Lauren and our work-trade guests, and 
it was beautiful, but we made the mistake of providing tables and chairs. 
Suddenly people did think it was a restaurant. They complained that we 
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provided only one glass, deadpanning our chirpy rejoinder, “You’ll have to 
finish up your wine if you want to have some water.” They wanted water 
glasses, and they wanted the chefs to refill them! They were annoyed, rather 
than amused, at Duro’s complicated algorithm for shuffling the singles’ 
seating arrangements several times in the night. One guest even whined 
that the salad shouldn’t have been served by hand. We’d read chef Daniel 
Patterson’s exhortation to touch the food, and we were using our hands as 
much as possible. 

In Boston we also had the chance to learn about nose-to-tail eating 
from Jamey Lionette, who used his butcher shop as an educational mission. 
“Pigs are not made of tenderloins and pork chops.”  We attended one of 
Jamey’s fantastic wine and pig events, where South End yuppies sipped and 
chatted over carcasses and Jamey and Adam Tibiero explained what could 
be done with each part as they cut. 

In Wellington New Zealand, Duro and I did two Viands in 5 months. 
Since the idea of local food is much more popular in New Zealand than in 
the US (although there’s actually less of it available), we didn’t use the ‘zine 
or maps, just the annotated menu. There were a few couches available, 
but people were happy to stand around drinking wine for four hours, and 
delighted when food came at them. The first Sydney Viand was April 2012. 
Sybille has done a number of dinners in Taos. 

We’ve talked about making the Viand profitable, and whether we 
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want to. We’ve raised the price – and what we spend on ingredients.  How 
to compensate ourselves is not at all obvious. Among other things, we 
don’t keep track of our hours. Marty Strange brilliantly explains why it’s 
hard to quantify the inputs and outputs on a family farm. “How much does 
it cost you to put in your corn crop?” asked the agricultural economist. 
Answered the farmer, “I don’t know, I like putting in corn.”
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  The Feast that  
      creates Culture 
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Local food is part of a family of related new economic initiatives. Craft 
beer brewing and artisan coffee roasting are each roughly $10 billion 
industries in the US, followed more slowly by craft spirit distillers. Even 
fast food companies are now trying to describe their bread as artisan, 
but more importantly, bakeries like San Francisco’s  Tartine and Sydney’s 
Bourke Street have turned a humble product into a queue-worthy affair. 
Artisan bread, coffee, and beer are now popular world-wide, which 
means that creative people who want to do this work have employment 
and entrepreneurship opportunities. Celebrated provisioners also become 
local destinations, contributing to neighborhood economic development.  

From Farms to Food Trucks:  
Building an Economy of Integrity  

in the Ruins of Wall Street

Just a few years ago, consumers’ fears about pesticides were trivialized 
and organic agriculture was dismissed as impossible at large scale. In 
2000, a student reported to me that the professor of his crop sciences 
class portrayed organic methods as “crazy people from the city coming to 
destroy Agriculture.” Meanwhile –indeed at that very moment– industrial 
agriculture and food multinationals faced up to the staggering 20% annual 
growth rate of organic agriculture, stopped denouncing it, and purchased 
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it. By 2003 80% of organic food products were owned by Dole. By 2010 
organic was a $60-90 billion global industry ($12B in the US alone). 

Unfortunately, organic agriculture was no better for the family 
farm than conventional agriculture. For the consumer, it may seem to be a 
victory when major retailers sell organic, but these large retailers can also 
depress wholesale prices by pitting farmers against one another. 

Nevertheless, in 2007 the US Census of Agriculture showed a 
14,631 increase in the number of small farms over the last five years, a 
turnaround after decades of small farm losses. Local food  –not organics– 
saved the family farm. In 2012 the US Department of Agriculture (USDA) 
announced that local food means $4.8B billion in annual revenue for small 
farms, making them viable once again. 

In the growing gourmet food truck scene, young chefs can start 
their first business with far less capital and logistics than required to open 
a “brick and mortar” restaurant. The food is so good that Zagat restaurant 
reviews created a new category for them in 2011. And food trucks are one of 
the major successes of social media marketing, as diners seek out real-time 
information about their favorite truck’s location. The food truck economy 
promotes friendly sidewalk street life and cities are even creating special 
zones and parks to facilitate food truck dining and entrepreneurship. 
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How has this happened?  
Making a Social Movement

Social movements often arise in times of crisis and are driven by outrages 
related to suffering. But what is so interesting (and frustrating) is that 
people are more likely to suffer the suffering than do something about 
it. Americans especially are more likely to blame themselves, drink, 
joke, and tighten their belts, than to get together to forge a solution, or a 
barricade. 

 Activists are interested in helping their fellow citizens to see the 
possibility of improving the collective situation. It’s true that our individual 
actions are too small to make much impact. Although there a number of 
examples in which individuals spark larger events, even in these cases 
social change generally requires organized collective action, a focusing of 
individuals’ energies. 

At the same time, typically, the initial actions of social movements 
are personal, and not especially articulate. They are reactions, gestures, 
jokes, experiments… They bubble up independently in various locations 
and are later elaborated and replicated. What appeared at first as somewhat 
hysterical mothers overworried about the contents of babyfood, or 
idealistic hippies using essences to help trees survive frost have become 
not only  market niches too big for businessmen to ignore but movements 
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for significant change in agricultural policy and social life. 
I’m conscious of the difference between the kind of outreach I used 

to do as an activist, and what the local food movement does. Instead of 
exposing fellow citizens to the violence of the police/state, food activists 
expose our fellow citizens to the taste of tree-ripened white peaches. 
Food-related social movements have not made their mark through protest 
or traditional political organizing. Instead, they have created experiences, 
communities, and culture.

Craving Meaning

I reach for a tomato but as I get close to its inviting redness, it unfurls a 
global commodity chain. This process reminds me of the bad guys in the 
Transformers movie series. The heroes (Autobots) and villains (Decepticons) 
in this series are robot shapeshifters. In glorious computer graphics fantasy, 
they unfurl themselves from trucks and desk fans to deadly machine-
warriors of various shapes and proclivities. Several of the Decepticons move 
as manic circular saws. When I try to go shopping, a tomato is no longer 
just a tomato, it is a Decepticon thrashing devastation in all directions: 
Farmworkers are working their asses off in inhumane conditions. The soil is 
collapsing, depleted by petrofertilizers. The tomato is full of toxic poisons, 
pesticides, herbicides, and preservatives. It might mutate my genes – the 
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scientists aren’t sure what its biotechnological genetic modifications will 
do. 

My gaze shifts to the sign hanging above it. How much am I paying 
for all this risk? Oh, the sign has a green edge, it’s an Organic tomato. I 
breathe relief for a moment as the Decepticon hurtles into the distance. 
I read the sign, gratefully, but the Decepticon reels and turns. “Grown in 
México”... If they can’t sort out the drug gangs from the police, is their 
organic certification actually functioning? Or does that rely on the US 
border control? Didn’t The North American Free Trade Agreement gut 
border inspections? 

I look again at the price as the Decepticon shreds cabbage. How can 
that cover all the transportation and environmental cost and inspections to 
bring a perishable product so far without shelf-life stabilizers? 

Dinner is already not tasting very good. Maybe I don’t need a fresh 
tomato for this recipe. There are organic canned tomato companies. The 
small print on the first can “made in China” makes me nervous, because I’ve 
heard about problems regulating product safety – and I’m pissed off about 
the social and environmental destruction imposed by the Three Gorges 
Dam. I put back the can. Deep breath. Next brand, turn the label. “Grown 
in Italy.”  There weren’t any sneaky robots in Under the Tuscan Sun. 

Isn’t it September? Fall meant grandmother standing over the 
stove trying to keep up with grandpa’s backyard vines. It’s one thing to 
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buy imported bananas, but tomatoes grow nearly everywhere. Large 
distributors and retailers take the lowest global prices they can get, often 
choosing imported over local produce. All sorts of subsidies distort these 
prices (in some cases below the costs of production), making local farmers 
appear “inefficient.” In the US, the mythology of “cheap food” held wholesale 
farmgate prices stagnant for more than half a century. Farmers took second 
jobs to avoid selling the family farm. Yet I’m about to pay nearly $5 for a 
can of tomatoes. I feel helpless. There is no good tomato. 

In some ways global society seems rabidly individualistic, and in 
other ways, alarmingly conformist. Confronting dilemmas of equity, 
sustainability, and accountability, we mostly shrug our shoulders and let 
the Decepticons tear around, just hoping they won’t hit the house directly. 
If they mangle the yard, I’ll plant my own tomatoes. But maintaining the 
psychic forcefield is exhausting. It would be nice to buy food I can feel good 
about. It would be nice to know that my actions aren’t hurting anybody. 
That the tomato is a tomato and my money goes to a farmer. 

As Alberto Melucci points out, social movements are happening at 
the places where the machinations of political economy touch us a little 
too close. It’s here that people react: Toxins in babyfood. Carcinogens in 
chocolate. Cost-cutting in healthcare. But outrage alone does not make 
an effective social movement. To create powerful change, we need to take 
collective action. 
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Action movie heroes, be they playful robots or fleshier types, surprise 
us over and over with their choice to re-enter the fray. Such a sense of 
choice is appealing when we feel stuck, when the most we feel we can do is 
manage to keep paying (or saving for) the mortgage. Most of us would like 
to have the agency to do more, to participate in transforming our world. If 
we had some of James Bond’s cool gadgets, maybe we could… 

Melucci explains that people take social movement action when they 
feel “if it doesn’t make sense to me, I am not participating; but what I do 
also benefits others.” Many products carry Fair Trade Certification, which 
means equitable compensation to producers, even in remote parts of the 
Global South. Fair trade certification was a controversial breakthrough 
in solidarity practices that proposed we could support our allies through 
pleasurable consumption, not only through shared suffering. (“Solidarity” 
is a trade union practice of sympathetic actions designed to magnify the 
power of another union’s strike.)

Such certification schemes have transformed the experience of 
consumption to include ethical action against child labor, for turtle and 
dolphin-excluding devices in fishing operations, and humane management 
of livestock animals’ health and productivity. In doing so, these schemes 
confront the legal policies of the World Trade Organization and other Free 
Trade Agreements which antagonize such “process distinctions” as “unfair 
barriers to trade.”  
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Fair Trade has certainly been good for starting conversations 
about economics. But certification has become yet another power-laden 
encounter between Global North and South. In response, La Vía Campesina, 
the largest global association of farmers and fisherfolk unions, asserts 
the right of all peoples to “food sovereignty,” the “right to feed oneself,” 
which encompasses land rights, indigenous and agroecological practices, 
domestic market protections, and cultural preferences. Export should not 
be the priority.

And I keep finding myself with Fair Trade in one hand and Organic 
in the other, my eye flicking to the price of the standard product. 

Community Food Security projects innovate to increase food 
security through creative local approaches to markets, urban gardens, 
cooking lessons, community kitchens, incubation of value-added micro-
enterprises, and farm-to-school arrangements. Direct farm-consumer 
relationships also increase the financial and agronomic autonomy of small-
scale farmers, freeing them from the dictates of global markets. Tim Lang 
and Colin Hines have proposed that we create policy to “support the local, 
globally.”  

In the remarkable film, The Real Dirt on Farmer John, the hero 
tells the true story of his family’s farm, and the “crazy city people who 
kept calling” trying to convince him to set up some kind of vegetable box 
delivery scheme. Community Supported Agriculture (CSA, also known as 
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“box scheme” and “farming with a face on it”) is a gadget for entering the 
fray, doing it right for the farmer and your family. Faced with losing the 
farm, John Peterson finally called back. Toward the end of the film, those 
city people raise his new barn. 

A major international designer has stepped away from the habitual 
assumptions of the fashion industry, creating a brand, HonestBy, that 
provides “100% transparency” about sourcing and costs. Bruno Pieters 
writes about his project:

No planet, no man, no woman, no child or animal should live a 
nightmare in order for me to live my dream...The story behind a 
garment needs to be as beautiful as the design. Whether our outfit 
costs 100 or 100.000 Euros the story needs to be one that fits with 
who we truly are. Fashion made me dream as a child. As an adult 
I woke up so that my dream could continue.

Melucci goes on to explain that what successful social movements do is 
change the culture. How do they do this? By creating “temporary public 
spaces, as moments of collective creation”, “cultural laboratories”, 
“individual investments”, and “experimentation” with new forms of 
“exchanges, circulation, and participation.”  By creating community space 
and culture, we change the world. 

Among many remarkable accomplishments, the Local Food 
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movement has managed to evade cooptation. It has superceded both 
the corporatization of organic and the bureaucratization of Fair Trade 
certification. (Microbrewing, artisan bread and coffee, and food trucks 
face similar encroachments as industrial food companies offer copycat 
products.) The local food movement insists that farmers (not lab scientists) 
should be respected as agronomic experts and rewarded with direct 
purchases. Instead of reassuring customers with certification and “symbol 
schemes”, they establish trust and welcome people to visit the farm. 

A 2012 report by marketing research firm ATKearney found 70% 
of respondents willing to pay more for local food (even 57% of low income 
respondents) – primarily because they believe it helps the economy. 
They also believe it offers more choice and is healthier. Thirty percent of 
respondents said they will change where they shop if local products are 
not provided. They trust farmers markets and farm stores, not national 
retailers. 

In contrast to anonymous public spaces characterized by distrustful 
co-use, CSAs, farmers markets, and underground restaurants nurture 
trusting, convivial, neighborly conversation. Information flow at the market 
is not only rich and effective, but committed and caring. The transactions 
take place in a multi-dimensional and relational environment – a festive 
farmers market, on the farm itself, or at a harvest box pickup point, not 
over a cash register. 
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Farmers make the market less anonymous and more personal by 
giving away samples  “You take this home and try it,” casual discounts “Just give 
me $5” and holding back stock for regulars “You always come late, so I saved you 
some of these.”  They attract and retain customers through personal histories 
photos of and invitations to visit to the farm, appreciation of varieties 
“Personally, I like this one. It’s ugly, but it’s sweeter,” and authentic engagement 
“They’re not ready yet, it’s going to be a couple more weeks before the flavor is 
there.” 

Gina Karpf was inspired to make her own sweets as a child when 
she observed that old ladies of her church “knew how to make candy!”  
Her vision is that “everybody eats sugar, so we should eat good sugar” and 
she proudly explains that “there is nothing about our product that I don’t 
know.” Her staff at Sweetness, The Patisserie, spends days making candied 
oranges from local Australian oranges rather than just dipping imported 
ones in chocolate. “I’ve risked my home, my marriage, and my world to 
do this.”  

Many social movement scholars have observed that the creation of 
new (heroic) “identities” help people take action and remain committed to 
it. As farmers have moved into direct marketing (which has not always been 
an easy transition in terms of resources and personality), they have produced 
new identities valorizing their calling as autonomous entrepreneurs, 
traditional agrarians, peaceful pastoralists, stewards, husbanders, and 
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ecologists. Shoppers have called themselves ethical consumers, zero 
wasters, locavores, 100 mile eaters, and even Slow. 

A similar perspective on identity and action was found in a study by 
Robert Bellah et. al. , which investigated what makes life meaningful through 
extensive interviews. Apparently many people find meaning in “practices 
of commitment.” In the local food movement, committed shopping is a 
“ritual” and cooking seasonally is a practice that brings meaning and agency 
to every meal.

The Power of Pleasure and Play

Formaggio Kitchen is a small grocer in a residential neighborhood of 
Cambridge Massachusetts. On weekends in all but the winter months, 
people patiently line up for gourmet barbecue prepared and served on the 
street. Inside, three conjoined shopfronts house cheese and charcuterie, a 
bakery, and small produce and wine areas. Every nook and cranny of shelf 
space offers artisan-made preserves, sauces, mustards, oils and vinegar. 
Anywhere the gaze rests finds a hand-lettered sign describing makers, 
farms, and terroir. 

Inside, you find a spot in the narrow aisle and yield to others 
squeezing back and forth. No one is ever in a hurry. Eventually one of the 
staff inches along to you – it’s impossible to have a conversation over the 
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wall of hard cheeses stacked atop the refrigerated cases. “What are you 
looking for today?” Here somehow the most uncertain of shoppers feels 
free to stammer out whatever they know and feel about cheese. “I like salty 
and mild.” The staff find a follow-up question, “creamy or hard?” You can 
say “I don’t know.” And they head off, smiling in anticipation. 

They return cradling a cheese in the crook of their elbow or wrist as 
if it’s a baby. They stand close (there’s nowhere else to stand). They scrape 
off a piece and hand it to you. They have some too. They think about the 
flavor, and look at you to see what you think. “Is that too strong?” It’s clear 
that they want you to love it. “Yup that’s salty all right, but yeah, a little 
strong.” “Ok”, they say, “I’ve got another idea.”  This goes on like a languid 
game until you find things you like. They never oversell – what could be 
worse for business than a customer with rotting cheese in the fridge? It’s 
surprising how little you spend for the quality of food and attention. 

The staff seem to know every product in the store, not so they can 
up-sell, but so that when you want to know the difference between two 
products they can actually explain it. If the person you’re talking to hasn’t 
tried a particular vinegar they say “I think Tom tried that one” and they go 
get a description from him. The store’s website explains their philosophy:

We believe in the one-herd farmer in Corsica, the tiny storefront 
baker in Tuscany and the fifth-generation olive grower in Andalusia, 
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each striving to preserve their traditional methods in a world of 
mass-produced, industrial food…
 …our primary goal is simple: to provide a range of high 
quality food products which appeal to our sense of what is 
exceptional and at the same time what is reasonably affordable. 
 We find that the most exceptional products typically offer an 
expression of both the terroir of their provenance and the traditions 
of the region. It turns out that most of the products we find that 
have this expression are produced in small quantities by people 
who practice some form of sustainable production… 

We shopped at Formaggio every week for two years, gaining an incredible 
education in cheese (and developing palates disinterested in most of what 
other cheese stores offer). But the best lessons weren’t about food, they 
were about how to run a business. Hire plenty of employees so that they 
have time to talk to the customers like friends, spare no expense in training 
them to appreciate and find their own ways to articulate the character 
of what you are selling, offer only the highest quality, honor and evoke 
artisanship without pretension, and don’t get greedy with the markup. 

I often find myself telling people about this store. It’s the kind of 
business people generally think is impossible. It’s the kind of business 
that can help a social movement happen. What’s most striking about the 
store is the mix of reverence and intimacy with food and about food. This 
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is a revelation that gets at the core of what is powerful about the food 
movements. To make a new economy, we need to engage people in thinking 
differently about production, consumption, and exchange. 

Benjamin Shepard is one of only a few scholars examining the role 
of pleasure in social movements. Inspired by the festive antics of Act-Up, 
Shepard finds that many successful social movements involve an element of 
play. As a way of making social change, play “infuses a high-octane burst of 
innovation into any number of organizational practices and contexts, and 
invites social actors to participate in a low-threshold, highly democratic 
process of collaboration, based on pleasure and convivial social relations.” 

Part of why we shared our own story at such length in the previous 
chapter is to show that the idea for The Viand did not arrive fully formed, 
with a strategic plan. It emerged from experimentation and community. 
Creating the space enabled participants not only to grow but to experience 
our own vision unfolding, and provided the material and social resources 
to express ourselves and practice new skills. We created a ‘zine because the 
one-page annotated menu was bursting the margins and we felt everyone 
should go home with the Slow Food manifesto in their hand. But once we 
had created that space, it turned out the chefs wanted to write as well as 
cook. No one entered The Viand with an advance idea of their participation. 
It has been a space of creative improvisation. 

“Play” doesn’t mean carefree or haphazard. It means that we felt 
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free to try new things and encouraged to invest the energy to make them 
real. Underground restaurant playtime is very hard work. In fact our 
guests (especially the ones who did the math and realized there was no 
way we were making any money) hovered anxiously “Do you want me to 
do that?”…“Let me help!”… “Have you eaten?”…“Shouldn’t you take a 
break?”

Across town from Formaggio’s was Jamey Lionette’s tiny shop. His 
shelves weren’t as full because he would carry no food that had been on 
an airplane. He knew personally the producer of every product he sold. 
He butchered half a cow and  a whole pig every week, smoked his own 
bacon, made sausage, and when that was done stood behind the counter 
explaining to people how to cook and eat parts of the animal they hadn’t 
heard of before. Educator far more than retailer; Jamey convinced the 
slaughterhouse to stop throwing away the pigs’ heads and feet. “Five years 
ago, I could not get the jowls to make guanciale, which is better than bacon 
and pancetta. Now, they are starting to understand and it’s getting easier.”

Formaggio’s and Lionette’s are what Melucci calls “social spaces of 
experimentation.” Pleasure and play enable people to experiment with 
new, sustainable livelihoods. These spaces invite people into new values, 
help us know that another world is possible, and form a community to 
manifest it.
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Dinner Gadget

Social movements, unlike action movies, need many, many heroes. These 
days, heroes are usually social entrepreneurs who mix social movement 
and business models to launch their vision into live projects with little 
funds, bureaucracy, or formal organization. Typical of this contemporary 
mode of social change, underground restaurants are a mix of gourmet 
enterprise, counterculture happening, and social movement. People work 
with the space and resources available to them – homes and friends to help 
cook.

Mike Lee’s underground restaurant, StudioFeast, is an effort “to 
get people to cook and host dinner parties.” StudioFeast uses simple and 
advanced cooking methods, intimate dinners and press-focused “stunts” to 
draw attention to the experience of sharing food. “My vision is for people 
to witness or read about the dinners we do, feel some sort of magic from 
that, then feel driven to create something themselves.” In his 2011 TedX 
talk, Michael Hebb argued that such events, which he calls “tablemaking,” 
are essential to the fulfillment of the local food movement. 

Similarly, the Slow Food movement promotes “convivia,” events 
where people “come together to share the everyday joys food has to offer” 
and to assert “our right to pleasure and our consequent responsibility to 
protect our heritage of food, traditions and cultures that go along with it.” 
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StudioFeast is creating “open frameworks” to help people cook creatively 
without recipes.   

In Africa, traditional community meals are used to educate and 
help protect food sovereignty, which is threatened by the introduction of 
industrial food systems. Community organizer Kiwazi Esta Nnassanga of 
the Gabula Atudde Women’s Group explains that “The traditional dinner 
period is a time check on each other’s state of being as a family. When we 
eat together food is served whole, not tampered with.” In Uganda the food 
path is very short from garden/market to preparation. Traditional foods 
are grown mostly organically, although modernization threatens this. 

In Kenya, Esther Maina and her Upendo women’s group gather 
together to share meals while supporting entrepreneurial endeavors like 
peanut roasting and fire-less rice cookers. Communion over a meal makes 
fertile ground to share challenges and build alternatives. 

Njathi Wa Kabui has served community meals made with local 
foods in both North Carolina and Eastern Africa. He weaves stories of 
globalization, music and tradition between these places. “Food is the most 
intimate thing in your life. Food is the most political thing you ever touch 
in your life.” 

Chefs and hosts, inspired by the powers of food, have generated 
a variety of intentions which expand the landscape of underground 
restaurants. 





www.fullcirclecommunity.org.au
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Semi-illicit dinners served in private homes to create an intimate  ^
experience with food and strangers 

Pop-ups by professional chefs, to raise funds to open a restaurant,  ^
or offer a cheaper or experimental take on their existing 
restaurant 

Art happenings, dining as a form of performance art ^

Collaborations between chefs and artists  ^

Fund-raising dinners where the diners participate in choosing  ^
which charity shall receive the night’s proceeds 

Dinners as educational event  ^

These forms can be remixed by hosts and confused by diners. Well past 
the fad stage, underground restaurants have now become what economists 
call “a new institution” (we are calling these “gadgets”). An institution is 
a recognized form of transaction. Restaurants are an institution, as are 
mortgages, nannies, pawn shops, and carpools. An institution often repeated 
becomes identifiable and navigable by would-be participants. Underground 
restaurants are now a livelihood and a dining option. Such gadgets can 
expand the economic landscape, creating new jobs and financial circuits.

Organized through cultural networks, underground restaurants 
require participants to engage in experimental and trusting relationships 
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– make a reservation and pay for an unknown and inflexible meal, to be 
eaten at a table shared with strangers, cooked by non-professionals, in an 
informal and unfamiliar space. At our events we observed guests conversing 
with nearly everyone present, opening themselves to a rich social as well as 
gastronomic experience while enthusing “I’ve never been to anything like 
this before.” 

While some chefs may be riding  the underground restaurant 
movement, others have broken out of the restaurant in order to be 
part of something more significant. Cooking is a lot of work, and, like 
all artists, chefs struggle to identify what kind of compensation is an 
adequate celebration of their creativity and commitment. They know 
that their beautiful work with food cannot be reduced to a commodity 
exchange. They need something to survive the meal — something more 
than money left behind. This is why even celebrity chefs yearn to cook for 
ordinary people, as well as the rich, or seek to expand what they are doing 
beyond selling beautiful meals. We know food is meaningful beyond its 
biochemical functions. Like other temporally-short lived arts, figuring out 
how to extend, sustain, and understand its contributions is an ongoing and 
stimulating dilemma.

Dinner is always more than an economic gadget and these dinners 
are part of a social movement. One task of social movements is to seek 
to open people’s minds and commit them to new actions. Underground 
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restaurants have created a situation where people are clamoring to get into 
an environment of wilful openness. 

Underground restaurant participants are ready and willing to be 
more than a diner who evaluates the value of food and service for the 
money and instead goes to a “secret” location to experience art, intimacy 
with strangers, and meanings conveyed by the menu itself. Underground 
restaurants turn a purchase into an experience that affects people’s values 
and social networks. Participation as a guest is not necessarily immediately 
a life-changing experience. (Although for some of our guests, it is.) For 
most, it is the seed of an idea, later nurtured by other aspects of various 
movements as they grow around us.

In the context of a much-remarked decline in civic institutions 
and socializing, it’s actually a big deal that people are willing to dine with 
strangers. Hebb argues that “tablemaking” enables civic dialogue, democratic 
spaces through which people explore values and how to express them in 
social institutions and politics. 

 The table is always intense, which is why some embargo both politics 
and religion from it. But why is dining together intimate? The obvious 
answer is that eating is the only one of our animal functions that we do 
in polite company. It is unavoidably real, it is evidence that we are alive. 
And in a world where we are ever-more virtual, branded, image-managed, 
such animalism feels vulnerable. 
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Or perhaps while virtual reality and commodities bring peculiar 
and intense pleasures, the body itself lures us back to working with our 
hands, dancing, enjoying food… Something is going on here that is not 
better after its been photoshopped. Stephen Pfohl calls it “embodiment.”

We are drawn and kept together at table not only by our host and 
social graces, but also by anticipatory desire for the food that is coming. 
Caught by the flattery of having been invited and the lure of the food, 
we agree (more or less) to pay attention to each other, to withstand 
one another’s gaze, to answer questions put to us, to stay in the game. 
Obfuscation or diversion may not work. The matrix of desire, curiosity, 
seduction, showing off, and vigilance stimulates thrilling disclosure, brash 
confrontation, vivid debate, and new affinities. There are topics collectively 
avoided, gaping absences, gaps bridged, consensus reached…For a few 
hours, we come closer. 

And what does intimacy have to do with politics? The artistic, literary, 
and philosophical salons run by European women for several centuries 
were influential in social and political affairs. One of the most revered 
restaurants in the US was founded by Alice Waters to create “a simple little 
place where we could cook and talk politics”. (The result, Chez Panisse, is 
famed for its influence on what people eat, but not on what they talk about 
while cooking and eating.) 

We know that decisions that matter are made at informal “power 
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lunches,” not at conference tables. The family dinner is a place where all 
the crisscrossing power lines start to sizzle and crack. Social movement 
scholars observe that intimate friendships are an important medium for 
political communication and commitments. Political values are nurtured, 
confronted, elaborated, and intensified through direct and sustained 
dialogues among people who have strong connections. 

Indeed Karl Jaspers argued that true communication only exists 
in a context of “love, faith, trust, and hope.” (The rest he dismissed as 
“communiqués.”) Only a friend can look you in the eyes across the table 
and ask “so what are we going to do about it?” 
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I spend a lot of time and most of my money at farmers markets, where I 
chat with the farmers and artisans. I especially like cheese, and was excited 
one day to find a new vendor selling buffalo cheeses. Like many farmers 
at the market, he’s displaying a laminated newspaper article. His tells the 
story of a fire that destroyed the fencing around his new buffalo herd and 
how Ian (a septic tank salesman) and Kim Massingham spent days rounding 
up the animals.

As excited as me, talking rapidly and straining Ian’s capacity to 
have two conversations at once while dispensing tastes of his cheese, a 
restaurateur is trying to organize enough supply to include the mozzarella 
in one of his salads. The cheesemaker is firm “I just can’t do that right now. 
We only have 24 buffalo.” And one of them is a bull.

The article explains that the couple is still working full time. I 
mention my friends Michael and Cressida McNamara selling their Pecora 
Dairy sheepsmilk cheese a few stalls down at the market. “She’s quit her 
job but he’s still working.” I remember that Cressida gets up at 4am to 
sell at one of the other markets and wonder how many slices of cheese do 
you have to sell standing in the rain so that one of you can quit your job? 
I’m pretty sure they’re not doing this because they think it’s going to be 
lucrative.

The new buffalo cheese company doesn’t have an urbane name like 
Pecora Dairy. They’re calling themselves AusBuff Stuff. The article explains 
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that the couple went on a vacation to Italy, fell in love with cheese, came 
back and bought a herd of buffalo. The same story as Richard and Helen 
Dorresteyn, the owners of Clevedon Valley Buffalo Mozzarella. He was an 
electrician. Now with 200 buffalo they are a bright light in the fledgling 
New Zealand artisan cheese scene.

Later, I go see Michael at the Pecora Dairy stall, intending to take 
home both sheep and buffalo mozzarella. He whispers “I only brought my 
blue cheese today, because I want the new buffalo guy to be successful.” 

What’s going on here? Aren’t businesses supposed to compete 
with one another? Maybe not. More and better products help to make 
the farmers market more viable for all the vendors, because shoppers are 
more likely to be satisfied with the quality and diversity on offer. And the 
big prize for Australian mozzarella producers is the respect of restaurateurs 
who are still flying it in from Italy. The McNamaras and the Massinghams 
have more to gain by increasing one another’s skills and reputations. 

But this may not be why they’re doing it. Every artisan I speak with 
seems to be taking on extra work and risk, forgoing sleep and promotions 
at their day job to develop a micro-enterprise that fulfils their interwoven 
dreams of self-expression and integrity. 

Chad Robertson, award-winning artisan baker at Tartine in San 
Francisco, is a celebrity. He makes 175 loaves of bread a day and sells out 
in 45 minutes. In an interview with Bon Appétit he explains: “I wanted to do 
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something with my hands.” 
Michael Hebb and ex-wife Naomi Pomeroy started an underground 

restaurant, Family Supper, in their house. Their guests ultimately included 
financiers who invested in a restaurant, ClarkLewis (opened in 2004). 
In 2006, Michael Hebb fled town, abandoning Pomeroy, a crumbling 
restaurant empire, and (according to some) an entire town deceived by his 
charisma.

But as it turns out, Hebb did not make off with investors’ money, or 
Pomeroy’s. What he did wrong –leading to financial ruin and accusations 
of betrayal– was spend too much money on ingredients. The restaurants 
were full every night, so everyone assumed they were profitable. But 
Hebb was spending more than the restaurants were earning. His crime 
was feeding people really good food – giving them what they were paying 
for. Bearing little resemblance to  Enron’s arbitragers who took advantage 
of our inattention, the complex characters of the new economy can’t bear 
to charge us the real value of what they’re giving us. I often find myself 
arguing with an artisan over the price, believing I should pay more than 
what they’re asking. 

In an age of depersonalized global trade policy, planned 
obsolescence, a maze of global commodity chains, gambling bankers, 
and forms of exploitation of people and nature hard to even behold, 
the local food movement has shown us that integrity is possible. It has 
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shown us how to participate directly in building a healthy economy in 
service to our values and needs, supporting rural and urban communities 
and a sustainable ecosystem. It has made production, consumption, and 
transactions meaningful. In a flood of titillating (mis)information, the local 
food movement offers us a real-time, embodied, human-scale economy. 

When you bake or when you cook it engages all of your senses... 
It forces you to be fully present...If you’re not present, you’re going 
to get burnt. If you’re not present you’re going to ruin what you’re 
making...What we do in restaurants, there’s not a lot of money in 
it. Nobody knows your name for the most part. You’ve gotta love 
it. You gotta feel it. You gotta just go in the kitchen and dance.  
Zoe Nathan, Huckleberry Bakery

And farmers —especially when they are overwhelmed with zucchini 
harvests— help us remember what capitalism most wanted us to forget, 
what political scientist and anthropologist James C. Scott calls our 
“birthright” of “an abundant, self-yielding nature.” Corporations want us 
to perceive scarcity. The reality is that there is plenty of food on the planet 
for us all, and no need to grow it with toxic chemicals or biotechnology.

The local food movement demonstrates principles developed over 
many decades on the edges of left-right debates about centralized state and 
corporate economic models. From Small is Beautiful to Voluntary Simplicity, 
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Urban Farming, Permaculture, Eco-villages, community currency, Slow, 
and many other experiments have proposed that small-scale decentralized 
autonomous production, local economic circuits, and intentional 
consumption practices can be another way. The local food movement has 
finally proven these ideas and methods viable. If we examine its success 
carefully, we can use it as a model for artisan economics beyond food. 

Ron Eyerman & Andrew Jamison propose that “it is precisely in the 
creation, articulation, and formulation of new thoughts and ideas –new 
knowledge– that a social movement defines itself in society.”  According to 
their analysis, social movements have “cosmologies” and “technologies” for 
spreading them. 

The cosmology of local food is food as community (instead of 
commodity). Commodification is the process through which the intrinsic 
useful and desirable qualities of a product become less important to 
tradesmen than the increment between the cost and sale price (buying 
low and selling high). As global corporations have become more powerful, 
more and more aspects of our lives are subject to their commodifying 
calculations. We struggle with communications corporations, health care 
corporations, and food conglomerate corporations to give us more of what 
we value, while they struggle to decrease costs by stripping away those very 
elements of value. Too often, the buyer feels they can only “afford” to make 
a decision based on final price. The result is continual debasement of both 
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the quality of the product and the quality of the production experience for 
workers. 

Lifestyle diseases of the body and psyche are on the increase in high-
consumption societies. Researchers are having a hard time pinning down 
the source of the malaise. Stress, they say. But housewives and bankers are 
similarly affected. We learned not too long ago that pesticide sprays got in 
– across the air-skin barrier, through the blood barrier... How do we know 
that the emotional state of the worker does not likewise enter the product? 
What if we are filling our houses with workers’ suffering just as we used to 
fill our bodies with the petrochemical industries’ poisons?  

And biodynamic heirloom tomatoes don’t just bring us an absence of 
toxicity, they bring us an increase of ecstasy. What exactly is that made of? 
Healthy soil microorganisms...birdsong over the fields...and a farmer who 
is an autonomous ecologist. The materials we touch every day likewise 
contain meaningful histories and the joy of creative expression of their 
makers. John Talbot writes about the glory and grace of trees and the 
sometimes tragic sadness of their fellings. He feels he is honoring a tree by 
turning it into a bowl that will shine and be loved. 

This is all about building something that has a soul.  
Paul Cavallo, Spitfire Motorcycles

When buyers and tradesmen reorganize our interests around characteristics 
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of production, qualities of the product itself, and social dimensions of the 
exchange, we are acting to reduce commodification, to resubordinate 
economics to social values and priorities. Just as many people now are 
working to make products, production processes, and consumer processes 
more ecologically sustainable, we can work to make product circuits less 
commodified.

The rest of this chapter analyzes the local food movement in terms 
of the technologies through which it has communicated its cosmology and 
begins to imagine how those technologies could be applied to a comparable 
movement for artisan goods. 

Technologies 

Local Systems Scholars examining topics from agronomy to 
energy concede that diverse and decentralized production systems are more 
flexible and robust than modern centralized monocultures. The local food 
movement incrementally redevelops a localized food system, drawing on 
ecological concepts such as watersheds/foodsheds, bioregions, sustainable 
farming, seasonality, stewardship of biodiversity, and cultural heritage.  

The application of systems analysis to local food has helped identify 
opportunities for innovation. Urban food composting completes the circle 
from consumption back to farm, saving farmers money on inputs. Harvest 
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bounties can be sold to local institutions, such as schools and hospitals, 
improving food quality while supporting farmers. 

Slow Food extends the sustainability and health concerns of the 
organic food movement to embrace the well-being of food culture, 
especially artisanship, and the livelihoods of farmers and fisherfolk. 
This involves, crucially, a reverence for place (“terroir”) and craft. Slow 
Food champions “endangered” foods threatened by the WTO’s global 
“phytosanitary” regulations, as well as market conditions. 

To support artisanship, an analysis could begin by analyzing  
underused resources, identifying local craftsmen, and tracking 
wastestreams. Neighborhoods could provide materials depots, workshops, 
tool libraries, and sites for artisans to collaborate on jobs requiring multiple 
skills. A simple online bulletin board could enable people could post their 
household needs and accept proposals and bids from artisans (just as 
software developers post work and accept bids online).  

Ethical consumption Local food shoppers aren’t making 
choices just to minimize harm, they are choosing to support and participate 
in the emergence of good: land and cultural stewardship, artisanship, and 
entrepreneurship. Food becomes an ethical expression of respect, the 
limitations/specificities of an ecology, attentive husbandry of biodiversity, 
and responsible global citizenship. And these priorities and practices are 
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reinforced by communities sharing new cultures.
Local food consumers changed their perceptions of attractive 

produce from commercial standardization to seasonal, heirloom, and 
imperfect, understanding, for example, that an ear of organic corn “comes 
with a free worm.” They learned to question the idea of “cheap food,” 
choosing to pay more for quality ingredients (and perhaps spending less on 
processed foods). Eaters showed their integrity by committing their food 
money to direct relationships with farmers and producers, changing their 
menus to what is available through these relationships, learning about less 
popular cuts  of meat to participate in nose-to-tail eating, and committing 
their palates to seasonality.

When we get to know artisans, we learn how committed they 
are. Shoppers too are becoming committed. Maybe some day we’ll have 
certification schemes for consumers as well as producers...  

Paying more and waiting patiently for handmade goods will be 
as rewarding as waiting for strawberry season. Artisan-made goods are 
variable and unique, possibly customized or personalized. They come with 
relationships, knowledge, and stories. Artisan objects invite us to be here 
now in the sensual intensity of simple life with beautiful objects, prioritizing 
relationships over efficiency and convenience, and basking in the creative 
passionate energy embodied in and conveyed by these objects.
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Relationship as the Scheme Relationships at 
the farmers market fracture the adversarial character of commerce, by 
establishing trust, expressing solidarity rather than just purchasing power, 
and expanding our values. We get to know our farmers and farms and 
stand by them like sisters and brothers through good times and bad. Box 
schemes/CSAs have reformulated the whole idea of transaction around 
trust and solidarity. 

Direct relationships with consumers have also enabled farms to avoid 
costly certifications. Farmers ask “why should I have to pay not to use toxic 
chemicals?” assuring customers through a variety of other means, including 
visits to the farm. By visiting the farm, people gain an understanding of the 
science and skills involved in farming without petrochemical fertilizers 
and pesticides. Likewise, artisan production could be an opportunity to 
visit workshops, learn about materials, witness working conditions, and 
develop alliances to support meaningful and sustainable workplaces.

Good Work While the global system delivers an array of ever-
changing merchandise, consumers are plagued with doubt about the 
environmental and social consequences of these global streams. No longer 
content with the idea that any job is a good job for those people, consumers 
believe that modern and global society ought to provide good work for 
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all. Neither salaried workers nor independent producers are free when 
corporations grip key junctures of the commodity chain. Only workers 
with the power to choose among spaces of market participation are 
autonomous. 

I answer to no one. I’m a true American. I create jobs. I 
support farmers. I do what I believe in... I choose my destiny.  
Mitchell Collier, The Green Truck

As Charles Heying and Matthew Crawford point out, the artisan economy 
goes beyond securing good working conditions. It returns meaning, 
security, and satisfaction to work itself. Matthew Crawford painstakingly 
demonstrates that manual trades are, in fact, “cognitively rich.” He proposes 
that meaningful work is that which is “inscribed within a larger circle of 
meaning…in the service of an activity that we recognize as part of a life 
well lived.” In 2008, the New York Times published an article on young people 
choosing to be farmers. “It feels like an honest living,” says Ivy League 
educated farmer, Benjamin Shute. 

In contrast to the wholesale experience in which farmers have been 
price-takers, not price-setters, direct marketing has returned autonomy 
and dignity to farming. Direct sales, whether at markets, CSAs, or to small 
stores and restaurants, enable farmers to create their own timelines, crop 
diversity, decide who to market to, and set their own exchange policies.  
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Alongside the pleasures of their craft and mastery, artisans often 
talk about the experience of working with beautiful materials. Baker Ray 
Chalmers says “it’s extremely satisfying, but only when you use good 
ingredients.” After a “soul destroying” career in product development with 
McDonalds and Nestle he opened a tiny bakery in Sydney. “I’m too old to 
be told what to do, I’m unemployable.”   

Now I do what I did when I was young. I went from cooking to 
pastry and bread. What I do now is evocative of what I learned 
in Europe from people who were so damn good at what they did. 
They had intense pride and were held in high regard. 

Worker-owned cooperatives have long and quietly demonstrated that 
manufacturing can be satisfying work if workers feel secure, engaged with 
business operations, and able to create flexible policies that allow for life 
changes and self-expression. Small-scale local industry likewise facilitates 
the development of diverse workplaces and experiences. Ray and his 
wife Pip live humbly and meagerly using the bakery’s earnings to buy art. 
“We’re assiduous art collectors.”  Woodworker John Talbot writes poetry 
in his marketing newsletters; making bowls has become a vessel for him to 
make words.  
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Chefs and Farmers as Experts Farmers have been 
abruptly elevated to expert status. They make for exuberant teachers, 
passionate about agronomy, varieties, and ecological processes. Full of joy, 
conveying scientific knowledge that astonishes their “educated” customers, 
and delivering novel perspectives on life, death, and money, these iconoclasts 
seem whole even though their clothes aren’t fashionable. 

An entire class of former servants, chefs, are now admired as 
virtuosos and respected as intellectuals (especially if they are also farmers). 
It is a testament to the possibilities of culture to change the meaning and 
value of an industry. One such luminary is chef Dan Barber, who proposes 
that “Eating is an agricultural act.” Chefs Collaborative,  founded 2003, 
educates and mobilizes chefs as activists for “sustainable cuisine.” At the 
2013 Melbourne Food and Wine Festival Masterclasses, people paid the 
price of a luxury dinner just to hear chefs talk. The events sold out. 

It’s within our reach to likewise revalorize wood and metalsmiths, 
leatherworkers, seamstresses, builders, makers and mechanics. Concerned 
about waning skills, Caroline Poinier organized fellow Australian fashion 
designers to create projects using traditional Indian textile arts, which she 
regards as genius. This is an expression of Lang and Hines’ injunction to 
“protect the local globally” as well as an extension of Slow Food’s assistance 
to endangered artisan traditions. 

Crawford points out that “by the mere fact that they stand ready 
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to fix things, as a class they are an affront to the throwaway society.” He 
exhorts us to have things repaired instead of buying new ones, expressing

a humane regard for the kind of labor involved in each alternative: 
on the one side disciplined attentiveness, enlivened by a mechanic’s 
own judgments and ethical entanglement with a motor, and on 
the other systematized carelessness…If the regard that many people 
now have for the wider ramifications of their food choices could be 
brought to our relationships to our own automobiles, it would help 
sustain pockets of mindful labor… 

Among the special expertise of artisans and small-batch producers are their 
entrepreneurial skills. Achieving goals quite divergent to what is taught to 
business students, artisans creatively manage resources to achieve quality, 
sustainability, self-expression, ethics, and education.

Restructuring Farmers must make a number of changes to their 
operations to enter an artisan economy. Most importantly, they need to 
re-orient their schedules, equipment, budget, and personnel to include 
direct retail activities. They generally diversify their production as well. 
Agricultural agencies have provided education and training to support 
farmers’ transitions and have mounted campaigns to promote local 
producers. 

A major challenge for US livestock farmers was processing. A few 
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large corporations had essentially purchased that part of the commodity 
chain. They had bought up or closed all the certified facilities (and cuts of 
meat must be certified for retail sale). So farmers had no way to retain 
ownership of their animals once processed. Early in the food movement, 
this meant that local/organic food shoppers had to find ways to buy whole, 
live animals. Ultimately, independent farmers built cooperative meat 
processing facilities. 

Significant interest already exists in purchasing handmade products. 
Holiday artisan fairs are packed. To take a more significant and stable place in 
the economy, artisans must diversify beyond the gift and accessory markets 
into useful goods. (When I attend craft fairs, I count how many vendors 
offer useful household objects, and I find about 10%.  The preponderance 
of offerings are jewelry and accessories.) Artisan marketplaces could be 
organized by department – kitchen, bath, office.. And they might diversify 
stylistically to serve a range of aesthetics. 

As universities assisted in the development of the Napa Valley wine 
industry, university art and design departments could organize re-training 
for skilled craftsmen from the building trades and wood and metal craft 
courses for artists. Design schools could also assist with materials research 
and education, especially to facilitate use of sustainable and salvage materials. 
Product designers could learn to design for hand-made production. 

Community kitchens provide industrial-certified space on an hourly 
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or daily rental system to incubate value-added food businesses. The corollary 
for artisans would be open-access workshops and shared production 
spaces to facilitate training, skills-development, and reduce startup and 
operational costs for new enterprises. This is already happening with 
micro-manufacturing and open-source computer hardware workshops. 
&Company and Gaffa in Sydney and The Eliot School in Boston provide 
courses and workshop space for aspiring artisans.  

Global outsourcing of garment production seemed to be inexorable. 
To make production cheaper, garment manufacturing is almost gone 
from the U.S. But young designers can’t afford the large runs required 
by foreign manufacturers. Once they grow beyond their own workshops, 
there are no production factories offering short runs. Manufacture New 
York points out that the factory space and skilled workers are still around. 
And they are building “an incubator/factory hybrid,” with an eye to 
rebuilding local garment manufacturing as “the most affordable, innovative 
option.”   In 2011 San Francisco Magazine documented the beginnings of a 
revival of garment production in the city, following up within a year with 
a sympathetic exploration of the challenges of scaling up in “The Artisan’s 
Dilemma.” 

New Roles Eyerman and Jamison point out that as a social movement 
develops, it generates new social roles. Farmers Market Manager has 
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changed from a part time job for an environmentalist to a career path. 
Brokers and foragers know all the local farmers and do personal shopping 
for chefs. A young US techie with chef and farmers in his family launched 
an online forager, AgLocal, in 2013. And extinct jobs, like affineur (cheese 
manager) and butcher have returned. 

Melinda Dimitriades’ Farmgate shop in Sydney sells only rare breed 
ethically raised food. She learned to butcher as part of decades of deepening 
skills for understanding the subtle flavor profiles of artisan cheese, small 
goods, and rare breed meats. Melinda “found her thing” in the food world’s  
mix of chemistry, technique, sensuality of the palate, and the playfulness 
and creativity of cookery. She’s also become a storyteller. She loves to 
sell at the farmers market because she gets to tell the stories of farmers, 
breeds, and cooking traditions. And like so many artisans, she’s become 
an educator. In order to keep her farmer raising the heirloom black pigs 
whose meat she loves, she has to teach people that pasture-raised heirloom 
pork is red, not white, because it contains more iron and minerals. It’s also 
fattier, but the pork fat which we have been taught to fear is not unhealthy 
after all.  

The food movement has generated new roles for excited young 
creatives, and many roles relevant to an artisan goods economy have 
already been invented. People are diverting salvage from waste streams, 
developing methods for sustainable retrofitting, and running boutiques 
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and markets with a focus on hand-made or local production. What seems 
needed is design that investigates available materials and proposes products 
and methods that will make hand-made objects simultaneously satisfying to 
the artisan and reasonably affordable. A role equivalent to foragers would 
be networkers who search out skilled craftsmen and connect them with 
designers and markets for artisan goods. 

Expansion across social sectors Chefs aren’t 
just cooking, they’re leading movements for social change. UK Chef 
Barny Haughton, who started sourcing local and organic in the 1980s, 
offers cooking classes in his restaurant for low income people: “Food is a 
class issue…There’s no reason why people with less money should have 
to eat rubbish. It’s all about information and confidence and access to 
ingredients… it’s cheaper to do it that way.”   

In the US The Food Trust (f. 1992) builds farmers markets in 
low income neighborhoods and works with urban schools. The Healthy 
Corner Stores Network is focused on increasing the “sale of healthy, fresh, 
and affordable foods in small, neighborhood stores.” In 2006, the chief 
marketing officer for the New York State Department of Agriculture and 
Markets explained “What’s changed is the relevance of local and organic 
produce. It is no longer an elitist thing.” 

Black, Latino, and Native American communities have been active  
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in establishing community gardens and developing local food projects 
focused on nutrition, culturally-appropriate ingredients, youth education, 
experience of nature, and skills development. This movement is longstanding 
in these communities and constantly innovating. 

The Growing Food and Justice for All Initiative was formed in the 
US in 2008 to give voice and a strategic agenda to the project of dismantling 
racism in the food system. Bringing together an international network 
from diverse sectors, the Initiative supports multicultural leadership in 
building healthy sustainable food systems. In September 2012 over 2,000 
people gathered in Milwaukee for the Initiative’s fifth annual gathering 
hosted with Milwaukee urban farming organization, Growing Power.

Working class and immigrant communities are full of skilled makers 
and repairmen. But they may not have access to materials, workshops, and 
markets. Just as community gardens in these neighborhoods provide a link 
between elders and youth, workshops in these neighborhoods can showcase 
autonomous artisanship as an career alternative for working class youth. 
Quality goods made in the neighborhood will be a welcome alternative to 
the shoddy and overpriced goods offered in working class neighborhoods. 

Transaction as Education One of the promised benefits 
to box-scheme families is visiting the farm for ecological education, but as 
it turns out, what is crucial for success of the scheme is teaching people 
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to cook the odd vegetables they receive. So the boxes include recipes. 
Formaggio’s and Lionette’s organize their business to spend more time 
talking, tasting, and telling stories than ringing up the cash register.  

Just as people have learned to differentiate the superior flavor of 
tree-ripened fruit, they need to learn to identify and appreciate durable, 
repairable, convertible, quality goods. Our grandparents could assess the 
quality of daily goods, and these skills need to be rebuilt. A throwaway 
society is one in which children don’t learn to care for and repair. 

To recognize value and be motivated to protect and restore artisan-
made goods, ethical consumers need to discern and cherish product 
qualities beyond fad and convenience, to distinguish and assess materials, 
design quality, and workmanship. Such assessment skills are often learned 
by afficionados of things like corsets, skateboards, home espresso machines, 
and vintage motorcycles. Makers and retailers of such specialized goods 
teach this appreciation, and provide ongoing support and advice.   

Peer-to-Peer Processing One of the remarkable things 
about the food movements is that they are totally decentralized. While 
there are many conferences, manifestos, and terms, no one who wants 
to participate can be excluded. The movement keeps stretching, growing, 
expanding. Everyone has ownership and power to create initiatives, but 
no one controls it. There’s no need to regulate the term ‘local’ when the 
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verification system is personal relationships. Every participant is actively 
certifying. 

Organizations who do not agree about everything collaborate and co-
promote while acting autonomously to influence policy; provide education 
about cooking, nutrition, composting, ecology, political economy, food 
and agricultural history; and build institutions from neighborhood markets 
to seed banks. These organizations and food policy councils have worked 
to get food stamps accepted by farmers markets and farm-fresh food into 
schools, train farmers for direct marketing, lobby on farm policy and Free 
Trade Agreements, create alternative markets, train farmers for direct 
marketing skills, and renovate existing organizations like food banks. 

In addition to culinary media, the food movement has spread through 
newsletters and websites of organizations concerned with child nutrition, 
food safety, and health. Food blogging has democratized cookbooks and 
restaurant reviews, elevated by CNET’s 2006 purchase of foodie website 
Chowhound (f. 1997) for $10 million. 

Many existing urban initiatives stand ready to renew an artisan 
economy: arts districts, micro-enterprise support projects (sidewalk and 
cart vendor programs, night markets,…), small business support agencies, 
green cities, urban villages, live/work zoning, laneways… Melbourne’s 
Peoples Market hosts food trucks, rotating retailers, art galleries, local 
music, bringing life and creativity to a parking lot. 



Pop-Up shops are a public-private collaborative gadget that supports 
arts and entrepreneurship by mobilizing empty retail storefronts for 
temporary creative uses. City-owned buildings are rotated for use by artists 
and cultural organizations. Recognizing that innovative, lively cultural 
initiatives increase property values, a city agency facilitates temporary 
leases for such creative projects from private landlords facing vacancies. 

Cultural Cachet A spate of books and movies have popularized 
attentiveness to food. One of the most comprehensive non-fiction texts, 
Michael Pollan’s 2006 book The Omnivore’s Dilemma, spent 70 weeks on 
the New York Times Bestseller list before paperback release. Indeed, The New 
York Times declared 2006 “The Year of Food.” 140 non-fiction books and 60 
documentary films were made about food from 1998 to 2008. In 2012, a 
Food Book Fair was held in New York City. Films include Super Size Me 



(2004), The Future of Food (2004), Fast Food Nation (2006), King Corn 
(2007). 

Some independent filmmakers have discovered the profound 
perspectives of artisans and have made a number of online video series 
(This is Made By Hand, The Avant-Garde Diaries, ThrashLab, and and 
Meanwhile Outside.) Faythe Levine’s Handmade Nation (2009) documents 
the emergence of artisan production of goods in the US. 

Portland, Brooklyn, San Francisco, London, and Melbourne have 
been the cultural meccas for the artisan movement. In 2012, Benjamin 
Wallace wrote an unflinching investigation of the Brooklyn movement, 
acknowledging how good the products are, their life as subcultural fetish, 
elitist price points, artisans’ inadequate earnings, and contradictions of 
success. Melucci explains that what social movements do is change the 
cultural codes. When they accomplish this, they have succeeded. 
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Spaces of experimentation  At the farmers market, 
customers bring seeds and learn recipes from farmers. Bound together 
in sustaining the market’s economy, participants share a politics, but not 
a political party. In California, farmers markets’ internal policies are 
determined democratically by the farmers who participate, which means 
integrity in democracy as well as economics.

Underground restaurants constitute an arena of experimentation 
with the social meanings and possibilities of food, cooking, and dining. 
Chefs and diners are exploring the boundaries of contract, intimacy, 
quality, and communion. When people re-understand transaction as social 
space, they participate, rather than just consume.

New economic gadgets and spaces are simultaneously functional, 
social, and educational. Festive dimensions draw people to playfully 
experiment with new spaces, relationships, and stories and their 
experiences demonstrate that the cosmology is desirable, realizable, and 
already expanding. 
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It seems that underground restaurants were proliferating in the US by the 
year 1999, the auspicious year when US citizens joined the battle against 
Free Trade. By 2006, underground restaurants were covered in the Wall 
Street Journal, CNN, and the San Francisco Chronicle. In 2008, the New York 
Times printed “The Anti-Restaurants” and Jen Garbee published Secret 
Suppers. In 2009 CNN Budget Travel gushed “you may never go back to eating 
out the old-school way again.” 

The coverage was less than entirely flattering. While praising the 
cheer and generosity of hosts, some superlative dishes, and the civic virtues 
of intimate dining, reviewers also pointing out uneven food quality and 
quantity, cramped seating, annoying secrecy, legal murkiness, and the less-
than-scintillating reality of being stuck at a table with  strangers. 

Nevertheless in 2012 the movement in New York City alone has 
become so substantial that an intermediary organization, Underground 
Eats, saw a viable niche in an online reservations system serving selected 
underground restaurants and patrons. Meanwhile Jeremy Townsend’s 
uncurated Ghetto Gourmet website has gathered nearly 9,000 members 
globally since 2004, more than 3000 of whom identify themselves as willing 
chefs or hosts. Here’s a brief history, mostly of the US movement.
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Welcome to Dinner…

The long table set with a crisp, white tablecloth is a stunning contrast to the 
green of the surrounding farm. Outstanding in the Field has been creating 
this elegant scene since 1999 to crystallize the experience of locality. The 
traveling culinary adventure has happened in farm fields, ranches, gardens, 
and sometimes on mountaintops. No matter where the long table is set, 
it sells out months in advance to producers, chefs, culinary artisans, and 
diners eager to sit down around it. Outstanding in the Field strives to 
bring eaters closer to food and the people who make the food possible. The 
menus also reflect the location, featuring local ingredients and the specific 
innovations of the featured chef. (Garbee panned Outstanding as focused 
on photo ops, stingy with the food, overpriced, offering little chance to 
talk to the farmers present, and possibly exploiting the staff.) 

Michael Hebb and ex-wife Naomi Pomeroy started Family Supper 
in their living room in 2001, eventually attracting investment to open a 
restaurant, a trajectory other chefs have followed. But this is not a one-way 
street. The Hebberoys maintained the informal Family Supper in parallel 
with the chic Clarklewis. And now, while Naomi owns Beast, Michael has 
returned to the world of informal dining with his one pot, and collaborations 
with Songs for Eating and Drinking and 30 Project. 

Zora O’Neill is a traveling food writer who hosts a writing retreat in 
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her house for weary and distracted writers working from home who need 
someone to sit next to. Since 2003, she has hosted Sunday Night Dinner in 
Astoria. With her co-host, Tamara Reynolds, she wrote the book, Forking 
Fantastic! Put the Party Back in Dinner Party, which describes how each 
of the authors taught themselves to cook. They often encourage people to 
jump in over their heads and figure it out as they go. This exuberance is 
perfectly illustrated in Zora’s hilarious blogpost “If It’s Worth Doing, It’s 
worth Overdoing, or It Takes a Village to Roast a Pig (and a Lamb).” 

In 2004, Jeremy Townsend and his brother started hosting a 
“pirate restaurant” a few times a month. The event grew, they found other 
collaborators, and started a mailing list. In 2006, a front-page story in 
the San Francisco Chronicle prompted an Alameda County Health Inspector 
to drop in on an event. After that, Jeremy took the show on the road, 
organizing events all over the country. In 2008 he started the Ghetto 
Gourmet, an active online community, as a way to support others in hosting 
underground food events.

Clandestino is a monthly community dining project in Chicago 
which incorporates tools like improvisation and participatory art to 
expand diners’ awareness of the natural landscape. Efrain Cuevas founded 
Clandestino in 2007 after attending a Ghetto Gourmet meal in Oakland. 
He hosts events around Chicago with Mariely Santiesteban, Willie Wagner, 
and curator Vick Fowler. Begun in 2008, Clandestino’s Whole Artist Series 



Family Supper by Basil Childers
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brings an artist into the kitchen with the chef and diners to participate in 
an improvised call and response creation of the menu. The events are held 
at an artist’s home or studio. One of their most recent events featured 
artist and beekeper Lynn Basa. The menu was inspired by honey and the 
evening was spent appreciating and investigating bees from many angles. 
Such projects are in a tradition of collaborations between artist and dinner. 
A famous example is artist Gordon Matta-Clark’s 1971 Soho restaurant 
FOOD.

Artists were invited weekly to serve as guest chefs, and the whole 
dinner was considered a performance art piece…many of the 
vaguely countercultural ideas fostered there — fresh and seasonal 
foods, a geographically catholic menu, a kitchen fully open to the 
dining room, cooking as a kind of performance — have now become 
so ingrained… 

A Razor, a Shiny Knife is an “educational, social and theatrical culinary 
experience” that has been growing since 2007. A dinner hosted by Daniel 
Castaño and Michael Cirino which consisted of a rural pig butchering and 
subsequent feast was featured in the New York Times’ 2008 article “The Anti-
Restaurants.” In 2011, joined by Jonny Cigar, they collaborated with other 
underground restaurateurs to serve a six-course meal on the L train in 
New York City, delivering courses at various stations along the route. A 



www.arazorashinyknife.com



www.songsforeatinganddrinking.com photo www.chasejarvis.com
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wonderful video captures the event. 
Studiofeast is a group of nonprofessional chefs, organized by Mike 

Lee. In 2007 they started “pushing the limits of what you can do as a home 
cook,” then moved on to a series of dining stunts (including the subway 
lunch). Now they are focused on “getting people who don’t cook to cook,” 
in part by rethinking how to communicate recipes.

Chase Jarvis, known for his photography and also his musings on 
creativity and business, teamed up with Michael Hebb in 2009 and began 
hosting Songs for Eating and Drinking to bring musicians to the table. 
Evenings celebrating food include well-known musicians such as Pearl Jam 
and The Dandy Warhols as well as emerging artists. 

Kerstin Rodgers, author of Supper Club, argues that home restaurants 
are a form of DIY entrepreneurship for untrained, undercapitalized, and 
late-blooming chefs. In 2009, she began running a restaurant for 30 in her 
living room, inspiring a movement across the UK. She likes to serve dishes 
that restaurants “don’t have the time or business model to make.” She has 
organized underground farmers markets to encourage artisanal producers, 
runs occasional workshops (edible flowers, year-round salads…), and 
maintains a directory of underground restaurants, Supperclubfangroup.  

Ellen Gustafson’s 30 Project, launched in 2010 from a TedX talk, 
focuses attention on the food system’s failure to address hunger, while 
consolidating industrial farming, causing a mass exodus of small farmers, 
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introducing GMO crops, and spurring an obesity epidemic. Gustafson 
brings relevant organizations together for dinner to talk about rebuilding 
the global food system to ensure sustainability, health, and abundance.

Full Circle has been holding “feasts” in Sydney since 2009...  

we’ve been holding food events, big, festive, secret dinners in unique, 
urban locations, factories, warehouses and farms. Full Circle is 
about the whole cycle. It’s about supporting food in all its many 
phases and using this knowledge to source and serve the most pure 
produce. It’s about awareness and understanding the journey your 
food takes to get to your plate. It’s about supporting the little guys, 
the passionate local producers and understanding that one of the 

vital ingredients for good food is a good story. 

In New York City Emily Cavalier hosts a Midnight Brunch to familiarize 
guests with ethnic cuisines. The project grew out of her food blog, Mouth 
of the Border, in 2011. She collaborates with brands who sponsor the event 
to promote new products, especially alcohols. Rather than meeting in a 
house, the events are sited at various “cool venues.” Like many underground 
restaurateurs, she “curates” the guest list. A México event highlighting the 
Puebla region, included a sachet of mole to take home. 

Former Bouley and Per Se chef David Santos serves dinner for 12 as 
Um Segredo in his Manhattan home, taking bookings through Underground 



www.clandestinodining.org
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Eats. The 5-course meals have culinary and literary themes, such as Truman 
Capote and Ernest Hemingway. At a recent F. Scott Fitzgerald dinner, every 
course had an alcohol component. The underground restaurant enables 
the chef to express himself freely and share his passion with diners as he 
describes the dishes and shows them the kitchen and ingredients. He’s able 
to run these dinners with just one assistant. 

Marije Vogelzang, author of Eat Love, is a Dutch “eating designer” 
doing projects since 2004. Her dinners are performance art pieces, which 
address specific experiences and memories, proposing that food is a medium 
through which to interact. Sharing food is one of her main themes. Projects 
include…serving foods that were eaten in Rotterdam during war-time 
rationing…In Budapest each diner is fed by a gypsy woman as she tells 
stories of her life….

A group of Italian architects form Arabeschi di Latte, which has been 
working for nearly a decade to create projects around  the “power” of food 
“to create situations and relationship” and “a daily sense of happiness.” 

In Moscow, Alexandra Olsufiev read the New York Times 2008 “Anti-
Restaurants” article and started CoolCoz, a network of home-based 
fundraising restaurants which had by 2012 raised €1,494,217 at 196 
events and given the money to 80 causes. Sunday Soup is an network of 
dinners linked with the Awesome Foundation, at which between food and 
conversation, diners vote for a local project to receive the proceeds. 



Eating on the Beat www.marijevogelzang.nl
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Dinner as a method of fundraising has a history. African American 
rent parties were celebrations occasioned by friends’ urgent shortfall. 
One of many cyclic survival mechanisms in which people pooled cash to 
get one another through, the concept gets reinvented in times of trouble, 
sometimes as “house parties” focused on music rather than food.  

Finding an underground restaurant

Several network organizations help diners and hosts find each other. Kerstin 
Rodgers maintains Supper Club Fan Group, Dan of Saltshaker maintains a 
list, and Jeremy Townsend runs Ghetto Gourmet. Serving New York City, 
Underground Eats takes bookings for “exclusive” events that will “leave a 
lasting impression,” and vets not only the hosts, but the guests, to assure 
members of “discerning and tasteful” dining companions. Ghetto Gourmet 
is the largest network. In 2012, out of 700 new members, about 10% were 
already running an underground restaurant, another 10% were keen to get 
started, and looking for help. The rest were eager diners. About 2/3 were 
in the US, with the second largest geographic representation Germany.





6 

From All-Chefs 
    to Shop-Cook-Eat, 

with Dinner for 30 between 
          
        
               the how-to
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Many of us never learned to cook. We never learned how to fill a table with 
people and feed them. We may have hundreds of friends online, and still 
eat our food alone in front of a screen. Dinner parties are about bringing 
people together, creating communion, daringly interrupting the funnel of 
isolation that pulls us away from our neighbors. 

Synchronicities and connections emerge when you bring people 
from different parts of your life together over food. New friendships may 
sprout and suddenly you are seeing your friends more often because they 
have become friends with each other as well. Maybe you will less often eat 
dinner alone. 

There are lots of ways to do it. This chapter gives you some tools 
to get started, describing how we managed guestlists, menus, ceremony, 
space, equipment, shopping, debriefing, and timeline. We’ve also shared a 
few favorite recipes and menus. Let these spark your imagination as you 
envision your own event. We’ve included some of our menus and favorite 
recipes, demarkated with frames. 

If you want to create something like an underground restaurant, an 
All-Chefs dinner is a good way to start. All you need is 3-6 chefs, a couple 
of enthusiastic eaters (husbands and neighbors will do fine), and a kitchen 
with a dining table in it. An All-Chefs is also Not a Potluck. It’s play and 
practice and pleasure together in the kitchen. Show up with ingredients 
you don’t know what to do with, something you’ve afraid to cook. Ask 
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one of the others to teach you something.  Then luxuriate in the sensuality 
of cooking and beautiful food. You might develop a menu to share with 
others, or just enjoy it for yourself. 

Shop-Cook-Eat is how we spread the desires nurtured by The Viand 
into our guests’ daily lives. It’s a cooking class for people who want to 
hunt great ingredients and spend time with them. We meet at the farmers 
market, shop together, and introduce one another to farmers and favorite 
foodsm, then dump our bounty on the kitchen counter and practice cooking 
fresh food, using the simplest techniques. 

We chop a bit of each vegetable and ask the participants to order 
them in order of how they taste raw. The worst-tasting raw vegetables 
should be baked for a while. The ones that taste good don’t need to be 
cooked at all, and those in the middle can be skillet-roasted. For all the 
cooking methods, oil, high heat, and salt will help the vegetable taste its 
best. People learn that they don’t need to know the name of a vegetable in 
order to cook and eat it. 

We cook as simply as possible. Few ingredients, few steps, and few 
pans. If you start with good ingredients you don’t need to do a lot to 
them. 





Roasted Vegetables 
We use the phrase ‘skillet roasted’ because we aim for browning. The 
brown is called “maillard reaction” and it imparts sweet and nutty fl avor 
to vegetables. The key is high heat and not too much stirring. Use 2 tbsp of 
oil in the bottom of the pan, put the vegetables in, give them a stir to coat 
with oil, then leave them alone, stirring only a few times. 
Cabbage is under-appreciated and cheap. You’ll fi nd its charm by 
slicing thin and skillet-roasting. You can add coconut, sausage, or sesame 
seeds, but it really doesn’t need more than salt. We also love kale, chard/
silverbeet, dandelion, and chicory. 
Very hard vegetables like root vegetables and winter squashes require a 
lot of cooking and should go in the oven. Also vegetables that are very 
soft and won’t survive stirring in a skillet, like tomatoes (halved). Summer 
vegetables like corn (cut off the cob), peppers (sliced longways), and 
zucchini (sliced longways) can go either way, but seem to caramelize 
better in the oven. 
For the oven, toss sliced vegetables with oil and plenty of salt, sprinkle in 
rosemary or kaffi r lime leaves. Try caulifl ower sliced thin and tossed with 
curry powder. 
All of the winter squashes can be baked whole (be sure to poke a few 
holes) and bake at 350• until soft, about 45-60 minutes. Then cut open, 
remove seeds, and separate the fl esh from the skin. If the inside is orange 
and mushy like a mashed potato, add butter, cheese, mouhamara…  If 
the inside is yellow and stringy, you’ve got a spaghetti squash! Use a fork 
to separate the spaghetti-shaped strands. Mix it with wheat spaghetti if 
you want. Our favorite sauces are: mint & feta, pesto (basil, parmesan and 
nuts), browned butter & sage.
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The Guest List

If you want to host an underground restaurant, remember that it’s not 
just a dinner party with your friends. To create a cultural intervention, try 
to draw a diverse group of people. We invite everyone we meet and we 
keep a big email list, welcoming guests to add their friends. If you need to 
find more guests, interested people are waiting for an invitation on www.
theghet.com 

About three weeks before the event we send out an invitation, 
which recipients are free to forward. For a 30-guest event, we accept the 
first 10 returning guests who respond and the first 10 first-timers who 
respond. That’s 20. We reserve 6 VIP spots for friends of the hosts, artisan 
producers, and unexpected houseguests. The last 4 spots are our work 
trade guests, who spend half of the evening in the kitchen. We also keep a 
wait-list of 6-8 because there are often several late cancellations. 

The guest list is a source of stress because no-shows spots can mean 
a big chunk from the bottom line since we’ve purchased food for them). 
Because of this, it’s best to require nonrefundable payment in advance. 
Since these guests are likely to feel like friends, it’s been uncomfortable 
asking them to pay after they’ve cancelled due to spider bites or other 
emergencies. 
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The Menu

Early on, we hit on the idea of 10 courses. Although there are plenty of 
reasons to cut it down to 7 or 8, we’re attached to the exuberance and 
abundance of 10.

The courses range in quantity and complexity, but are modeled 
on the “small plates” idea – just a few bites. Since small plates are small, 
we can serve expensive speciality items for some courses. We start with 
an “amuse,” something delightful and surprising — an aperture to a new 
experience. 

To generate ideas and take best advantage of seasonal produce, 
we build much of the menu around what we find in the market that is 
interesting, beautiful, or cheap. We start brainstorming at least two weeks 
prior to the event, fully expecting plans to change based on what’s at 
market on shopping day. 

Different chefs have various ways of generating recipes…Some of 
us read books, magazines, or newspaper columns, and take ideas from 
there…We often riff dishes from favorite restaurants. Some of us invent 
flavor combinations in our minds or a visual architecture evolves in a 
drawing of the plate. Some of us are inspired by the ingredients, inventing 
dishes while standing in the farmers market on the day of the event. So 
printing out the annotated menu is a last-minute task. 



Bacon, turkey, and fried apple 
sandwiches on rye

To cook a lot of bacon, lay it on cookie sheets and bake in the oven.

Smoked or roasted chicken or turkey is fi ne, but avoid any spices other 
than black pepper. 

Fried apples - my grandmother often served this as a side dish with dinner. 
Put 4tbsp of grapeseed oil in your largest skillets. Overfi ll the skillets with 
apple slices, cook on low heat. Once the apples start to wilt, add a 
handful of brown sugar. Cook until well browned and caramelized. Don’t 
stir too much or you’ll get applesauce. The apples are time- and space-
consuming, so do them in advance and reheat before assembly.

Use light rye bread or rolls with caraway seeds. (Or sprinkle caraway into 
the sandwich.)  Toast the bread and butter it. It’s easiest if you pile the 
apples on fi rst, then turkey, then bacon.
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We’re perfectly willing to serve something we’ve never made 
before, but sometimes we experiment during the week prior. Planning to 
serve curry chocolate chip cookies, we made a couple of test batches to 
determine the quantity of curry powder. 

We keep at least half of the dishes very simple. But what seems 
simple when you’re cooking for two (such as roasted eggplant) is not 
simple for 30, because you’ll need six baking sheets of it, which means 
three sequential oven sessions, blocking all other uses. “Simple” –from the 
point of view of dinner for 30– is all about surface area and oven time… 
We usually have a cheese course, requiring little preparation.

With multiple chefs brainstorming more courses than needed, we 
can select a group of dishes that make sense together and save the unused 
ideas for another time.  

When we go to put the dishes in order, we schedule one or two 
carbohydrate-heavy “filler” courses early in the menu for people grouse at 
small portions (and big boys who panic when hungry). These are served in 
large bowls and left out for the remainder of the night for guests to help 
themselves if they feel hungry or find one of the later courses disagreeable. 
We also try to paint a landscape of flavors so we don’t put two very similar 
things together, using salads to break up the richness throughout the meal. 
Our archive of menus is online for you to see at www.viand.net.  

Usually we include several particularly meaningful dishes. These may 
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celebrate an artisan product, weave in the story of a farm, reproduce one 
of the chef’s family foods, refer to a memory, or evoke travel expereinces. 
We aren’t shy to serve plain and comfort food. 

Final copies of the menu take several forms. We print annotated 
menus for the guests to take home with them. These are scattered around 
the room, providing a numbered list of the courses, the provenance of 
most ingredients, and relevant stories. 

We also print what we call the “stove menu” in a big font. This menu 
has the serving times on it (one dish every 20 minutes), initials indicating 
which chef is responsible and key words about the dishes, including 
reminders of accompaniments. 

The stove menu isn’t our only guide in the kitchen. We also make a 
Gantt chart to track the flow of each dish through the kitchen from prep 
to the table. Here we assign tasks to work-trade guests and they are able to 
keep track of what is going on, as well as learn how the whole operation 
works. The Gantt chart includes oven space and the designated serving 
dish.  
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Ceremony

It’s important to us that the event be more than a party, more than a good 
meal, more than a nice evening. We want to maximize its transformative 
potential. 

For a dinner party to be a transformative political-cultural 
experience, we need to find delightful ways to make connections … to 
farmers, producers, culture, history and memory … to other spaces, 
like urban farms, solidarity networks, educational organizations, policy 
campaigns … to models for alternative community economics. Specifically 
we want to encourage: 

Appreciation of farmers and artisan producers and desire to  ^
spend more of one’s food budget with them 

Quality, pleasure, and ease in simple daily food preparation ^

The sense that building community institutions is possible and  ^
desirable. 

We touch these points repeatedly through the experience. We explain our 
goals regarding food in the email invitations, provide educational materials 
at the event, and maintain a luscious website and blog offering recipes, 
food news, and links to artisanal producers.





the triple bacon viand for Stevie 6.9.07
0 the amuse: bacon & cherimoya. Stevie’s birthday party and the Seattle 
WTO victory/n30 celebration was the very fi rst Viand. He loves bacon, so 
we’re serving it three times tonight in honor of his visit. Cherimoya from 
Oliver at the Friday Venice farmers market.
1 asian-inspired ravioli: won-ton ravioli with coconut sauce 
2 green goddess salad: greens and herbs from Maggie’s Farm 
3 corn beef: smoked grass-fed beef from Greg at Rocky Canyon meats 
(Atascadero) and fresh corn, passed through a hot skillet. 
4 pasta with zucchini fl owers The fl owers with zucchini attached are the 
female while the lone fl owers are the male.
5 bacon, avocado, and tomato sandwiches on our homemade fi celle (mini-
baguettes). heirloom* tomatoes from Tutti Frutti Farms (Lompoc), Greg’s 
“belly bacon” from Rocky Canyon meats, and avocados from Sycamore 
Canyon Ranch (Fillmore).  *family treasures from American farmers
6 Friday morning Venice farmers market salad: All the the crispest at the 
market: Persian cucumbers, tart Greek feta from Ziad at Mom’s Products, 
organic “snow grown” Fuji apples from the mountains east of LA, arugula 
from Maggie’s Farm. We use rice wine vinegar and olive oil as the dressing 
for this salad, but it’s good with balsamic too.
7 asparagus, curry mayo & grapefruit: Adaptation of a Ferran Adrià 
innovation.
8 cheese:  Colston Basset Stilton (cow’s milk) Nottinghamshire, UK
9 hand-carried Swiss melting chocolate with San Diego strawberries  
10 cherry and apricot clafouti Purists strongly advise against de-pitting the 
cherries as the pits purportedly release a wonderful fl avor when cooked. 
11 bacon fat ginger snaps: Aspiring to live like our grandmothers, we’ve 
begun by saving bacon drippings in a can on the stove... the recipe is 
from Cathy Horyn of the New York Times Sunday Magazine.
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We don’t want to give speeches, so we try to integrate information 
into the physical landscape of the evening. Beyond information, we want 
to commnicate in ways that are participatory and playful. We think of the 
education dimension as a series of party games and rituals.

We also recognize the power of ritual and ceremony to provide a 
break in consciousness, a portal from one place to another. Some of our 
ceremony is standard, some is specific to a menu item, site, or mood. The 
ceremonies usually focus on one or more of the following ideas.

Intimacy connects food to emotion and relationship ^

Sharing introduces community in place of a commodity relation  ^
to food

Participation creates a sense of agency  ^

Reverence draws attention to the work of food producers and  ^
the magic of cooking 

One of our standard rituals is that the first bite of food of the evening 
(course 0 - the amuse) is hand fed to each arriving guest. This ritual has 
elements of intimacy and participation. The intense intimacy of the act 
(being fed by a stranger) ruptures expectations and marks the entrance 
into a different experience. The participatory dimension is that the first 
guest to arrive is responsible for feeding the second arrival, who then takes 
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the responsibility for the third arrival, and so on. Shortly after arriving, you 
are no longer a consumer, you are already co-creating the evening. Also this 
moment communicates excitement about the food – no sooner have you 
entered the door (perhaps even before you have put down your coat) than 
someone is already enthusiastically feeding you. People generally embrace 
this opportunity to add their spirit, although sometimes they are shy and 
need to be encouraged by the hosts. 

We enlist guests in tasks, particularly serving one another. We also 
induct them into oral history and provenance, by teaching them stories 
that go with the trays of food they are carrying. 

For a special event launching a friend off to graduate school, we 
didn’t give him any dessert. As we distributed dessert to the rest of the 
guests, we asked them not to eat right away. To acknowledge the purpose 
of the gathering each friend was asked to approach the guest of honor to 
feed him from their plate and give him some words for his journey. We 
proposed the food as a vessel to create meaning and connection and they 
engulfed him with sweet tastes and wishes. 

Sometimes the ceremony is utterly silly and fun. For a Valentine’s 
event we made everything either red or heart shaped, even the bison 
burgers.

The evening is not scripted. The guests spend most of their time up 
to their own devices, circulating as at a cocktail party. Directed activities 
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are uncommon, and, when they occur, brief (no more than 10 minutes 
out of a 3-hour dinner). We do not stop the room for announcements, 
talking, or performances. When we serve, we move through the room 
explaining the food to each small group. We’ve learned that it’s crucial to 
allot sufficient manpower to the task of explaining what is notable about 
food, and not rely on the annotated menu. Serving gives work-trade guests 
the opportunity to present the food and its story. 

At Viand East Four, as we served the heirloom beans with lamb 
sausage we pointed indiscretely across the room. “The sausage was made 
by that man right there, Jamey Lionette.” We were so proud to know Jamey, 
and to shop at his market that tucked so much integrity into such a tiny 
space. 

We often invite farmers and artisans to The Viand, and we’re thrilled 
and honored when they can come. It’s a powerful experience to be in the 
presence of the skilled maker of what we are eating and enjoying. Since 
these folks get up so early, they are rarely able to join our late suppers, so 
more often, we talk about them and point to their photos. 

Stories make the food taste even better. At Viand  East Three, host 
and chef Ben made “Mama Wen’s Roasted Spareribs marinated in a hoisin 
and local hardstem garlic glaze.”  The story was detailed on the annotated 
menu and retold through the night: 
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Ben’s mom learned how to make these in graduate school. The 
Chinese biochemistry students gathered weekly to cook and socialize. 
She called it the “Big Appetite Club.” She said she learned it from 
a very nice gentleman – quickly adding that he had a wife back 
in Taiwan. Maybe these should be called Near Miss Ribs. (pork 
ribs from Clark Farm in Ferrisburg VT, butchered at Lionette’s 
Market) 

Several times we’ve served Sean’s Grandmother’s Sweet Potato Pie, 
always telling how Sean estimated quantity by eye, so we had to catch each 
ingredient as it fell into the bowl to measure it and write the recipe. The 
stories are personal, reminding listeners of their own food stories, of food 
as a vessel for family and friendship, for feelings and memories, a path to 
know people you never met, to honor history, to connect. 

In his cookbooks and events, Bryant Terry uses story and history to 
renew the Soul Food tradition as a healthy one. His strategy is to link the 
sensual, visceral and communal pleasures of food to political issues, such 
as food deserts. He disrupts the blaming of people of color for unhealthy 
diets with the history of Soul Food as one of fresh food from backyard 
gardens, shared with neighbors. To make good food an “everyday right” he 
advocates urban gardens and a relationship with food as a personal journey 
rather than a commitment to a set of rigid principles.

We learned that while some dishes could be left in the middle of the 
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room with little explanation beyond the annotated menu, most benefited 
from some explanation. Especially when we served cheese, we wanted 
guests to pay attention to what they were tasting and we wanted to hang 
out with them while they were having this beautiful experience. We walked 
the tray around the room, stopping with each cluster of people to explain 
the provenance and pairings. One of our favorites was Reypenaer aged 
Gouda paired with shavings of a bitter chocolate, El Rey Gran Samán 70%, 
brought to us from Venezuela by a friend. This pairing was a crazy one 
inspired by the caramel flavor of the cheese. We tried pairing with all the 
chocolates in the cupboard, discovering that the Venezuelan’s bitterness 
charmed this cheese in a special way. 

First we get people to pay attention to food, making it the focus 
on the evening, making it especially delicious, and proposing food as an 
experience of community with farmers and artisans. We focus on quality 
of ingredients rather than elaborate preparation to encourage our guests to 
bring ingredients this good to their house.  

In Venice we put up a map encircled by the words “These are Your 
Farmers,  This is Your Foodshed.”  There was an index card pinned to the 
map for each ingredient, showing a photo of the farmer, a list of the markets 
where they sell their produce, and then a line from the card to the location 
of their farm on the map of California. 

Once we created slips of paper like Chinese cookie fortunes which 
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were distributed to each guest. The slips of paper were simply slices of the 
annotated menu, including the queue number of the dish. Each guest was 
responsible for finding the ingredients on the map of California, fondling 
relevant vegetables on the raw vegetable display, showing up in the kitchen 
20 minutes before the dish was due to be served to witness its preparation, 
and bragging about what they learned to other guests throughout the night. 
Each menu item had 3 or 4 such stewards in case a few people got too 
absorbed in other conversations or wine. 

Part of the story-telling, or food-telling is about culinary flexibility. 
Our local and seasonal agenda requires menu planning to flex with 
unexpected shifts in market produce. We know what’s in season, but 
we might not find it at the market on shopping day. And we may find 
an unexpected treat. If there’s a bounty of overripe tomatoes, it will 
be wonderful to have fresh butter-tomato sauce instead of the planned 
pesto. It helps our farmers when we buy up those tomatoes, and avoids an 
expensive and annoying search for basil that wasn’t beaten up in last week’s 
rain. Almost all of the money we spend on the event goes directly to farms, 
artisans, or retailers who support artisans, like Formaggio’s Kitchen. 

We don’t want to hammer people with advocacy for particular 
projects or policies, but we want to give them resources to learn more and 
ways to take action. Printed material is one way to do this. We also discuss 
food news and culture at the event…The largest international association 
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of farmers, La Vía Campesina, has created a list of enemies: multinational 
corporations, international finance capital, and violence against women. 
A social movement in France is insisting that restaurants only serve fresh 
food prepared in-house. And have you ever walked along the Seine at dusk 
on a summer night as thousands of people picnic on the hard pavement — 
groups of any size, eating every kind of food, luxuriating in time, the view, 
the city, friendship? 

The unusual experience of an underground restaurant makes food 
more meaningful, brings it alive for people, connects food to community, 
and stimulates guests to talk about their own stories, food memories, 
cooking experiences, comfort foods... and to discover the links from these 
precious experiences to the economics and politics that can support or 
threaten them.  

Of course the guests bring their own food wisdom. Developing 
Felix Jacques Frey’s idea that the metropolis contains villages taking the 
form of traveled networks with gathering nodes, we put a 2m2 map of 
the city on the wall and invited guests to mark it up. We played different 
games on the map. Once each guest revealed their personal food map with 
a series of colored stickers. Another time they used pins with hang tags 
to share their favorite foods in the city. As people talked food at the map, 
conversations turned to history, geography, community, memory…

The connections are a web. Diners will be interested in various 
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threads. Some people are concerned about health and nutrition, others 
about the fate of family farmers or farmworkers, others with safeguarding 
food culture, some with growing and preserving their own food, and others 
with the decline in food quality and freshness. We see an opportunity to 
build on people’s concerns, and to stimulate new intellectual and political 
interests among those for whom, before tonight, it was “just food.” We 
don’t aim for people to leave with one specific logic, but an abundance 
of ideas accompanying the abundance of tastes they have experienced. We 
trust them to follow up, and, when they are ready, to create. 

A couple who attended several of our events explained that they 
used their experiences at the underground restaurant to start conversations 
about food issues with their friends… “It’s not a dinner party…” 
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Space

We prefer to use an open kitchen so that guests can watch, learn, and 
participate. We have tried table seating, but we prefer a cocktail party 
setup, with a variety of seating and spaces. Since the evening is 3-4 hours 
long, we think it’s nice for the guests to be able to move around, meeting 
and talking to different people, rather than being stuck at one table.

Also we find that providing tables and chairs for everyone feels too 
much like a real restaurant or a dinner party, and does not inspire the 
community and participatory atmosphere. Seated at tables, guests were 
more likely to treat us as workers and to make service demands, whereas 
in the more informal atmosphere they were likely to offer assistance, help 
meet one another’s needs, share, and laugh. 

Without tables, there should be enough seating that people can get 
off their feet if they want to. To keep people moving about, we place some 
of the food in a bowl or trays on a common table and people get up to serve 
themselves. This triggers food-centered interactions and new conversation 
groupings, while freeing up the seating for those who have been standing. 

 Guests bring their own wine, which they place on a common 
table. Sometimes a group will keep their bottle to themselves, but most 
people are moving around too much to be encumbered by a bottle. We 
haven’t yet had an afficionado take charge of pairings or organize tastings 
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at the wine table. 
We refuse to do events in kitchens without dishwashers. For us, 

washing dishes after a long night of cooking is too much. 
Organizing space is also about organizing timing. When people 

enter, they are greeted with the amuse, their first bite of food, and 
their first interaction with a stranger. They are anxious to deliver their 
wine to an appropriate spot, which they are invited to do. Some guests 
take responsibility for opening and pouring wine for others. Someone 
remembers where the coat storage area is. Then they mix, cocktail-party 
style and wait for the food to start. 

Toward the end of the night, we refrain from cleaning up, so as not 
to end the party on a brassy note. If we start to tidy at all, we make sure to 
maintain the atmosphere until the last guest has left. If we decide to start a 
gentle cleanup, we make sure to move languidly, keep lighting candles, and 
drink some wine with the guests. 





Salt-roasted pears 
with caramel sauce 

You’ll need one pear per person (Bosc might be best, apples work too, but 
pears are better) and 1 kilo coarse salt for every 4 pears.

Use deep pans and organize the pears upright, then fi ll the pan with salt 
until only the top of the pears stick out. Bake at 350º until pears are tender 
when pricked with a fork. This will take 40-60 minutes. 

Heat 1 cup brown sugar and 2 tablespoons water in a small saucepan 
over medium heat until sugar has dissolved. Don’t stir, just swirl the pan 
occasionally until the syrup boils and then becomes medium amber. 
Remove from heat, and stir in 2tbsp butter and 1/3 cup heavy cream (the 
caramel will steam and spatter).

Gently pull the pears out of the salt. Leave a bit of salt clinging to the fruit. 
Pour the caramel sauce over the pear and serve. 
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Equipment

We believe that everything we touch while cooking and eating should give 
sensual pleasure matching the food. All of our tableware and kitchenware 
is chosen to delight the hand and eye. And we aim for a simple elegance in 
everything we use to create and serve food.

We have assembled inexpensive and stackable tableware. Service 
for 30 needs to store and transport compactly. We use salad plates rather 
than dinner plates as they are more comfortable for eating while standing 
than a full dinner plate. The plates must have a lip to contain sauce or 
juice and must feel good in the hand. White porcelain Chinese soup spoons 
have come in handy for serving delicate assemblies. Copying the style of  
Viccolo pizzeria in San Francisco, we use small tumblers (rocks glasses) for 
wine. These are less likely to spill and break than stem glasses. Also, they 
stack! From art supply stores we purchase colored wax pencils for guests 
to distinguish their glasses.  

Preferring silver-plate cutlery to stainless, we buy assorted forks, 
knives, and spoons at thrift shops and flea markets. (These can now be 
cleaned in the dishwasher so long as they are segregated from other 
metals.) 

Small portions mean that we don’t need an additional set of 
commercial-scale cookware. 
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We have collected a number of serving bowls and platters,  from 
beat-up silver-plate serving trays which we find at garage sales and flea 
markets, to an ornate picture frame with plywood insert and a high gloss 
paint job. And we collect wood, horn, and silverplate spoons for serving. 

Believing salt to be essential to flavor, we provide vessels of Malden 
sea salt around the room. 

We create signage reminding people to keep their forks and plates 
through the evening, to mark their glass, to direct them to the bathroom, 
and to manage stacked parking. 

Tealights are cheap, fairly safe, and don’t make a mess. They burn 
for 3-4 hours. Use at least 50 to make the room sparkle! In case the party 
goes late, have a fresh set ready to maintain the glow. To invite people down 
the hallway or up the stairs in locations where it’s likely to be breeze, put 
the candles in tall water glasses. To clean out spilled wax, put the glass in 
the freezer overnight. To remove spilled wax from wooden tables, use a 
wooden spoon or spatula. 

When the Viand travels, a packing list is essential, as is a collection of 
smaller cardboard boxes or baskets for transport. Be sure to think through 
each menu item, any special utensils and pantry ingredients required for 
preparation, and how the dish will be going to be served. And don’t rely 
on the hosts to contribute more than their space.  
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Packing list: 

Food specific to this dinner  ^

Pantry basics: oil, vinegar, pepper, salt ^

Kitchen tools, knives, pans (avoid blackening hosts’ pans with  ^
caramelizations), utensils, tupperware for leftovers, hotpads, 
dishtowels

Serviceware for each course  ^

Tableware: plates, glasses, silverware, napkins, salt vessels,  ^
candles, water pitcher, corkscrews

Signage and menus  ^

Educational materials: copies of the zine, maps, leaflets from  ^
artisans, signage, etc. 



viand east one: 26 september 08 
0 amuse: cairn of marmarbilik olive, toasted walnut, yellow 
heirloom tomato (olive & walnut from Savan Bakery, Silverbrook 
Farms tomato) 
1 salad tower with homemade butter bread plaza  
2 roasted Dick’s Family Farm eggplant sandwich with Crystal 
Brook Farm goat cheese and Allendale Farm arugula 
3 skillet-roasted Allendale Farm corn, and Silverbrook Farms 
mint  and Italian parsley on Dave’s black pepper angel hair 
pasta
4 Silverbrook Farms strawberry tomatoes with Tomme Creyeuse 
and Pantaleo. (Cheese pairings by Kurt Gurdal of Formaggio 
Kitchen) 
5 barbecued Millbrand Farm Shoulder Tender with wilted pea 
shoots and Silverbrook Farms grapes
6 grilled local peaches, mascarpone, and saba (grape must)
7 Dave’s egg fettuccini with Organic Valley cultured butter
and Silverbrook Farms heirloom tomatoes 
8 Panzanella with Silverbrook Farms tomatoes, MacArthur Farm 
cucumbers, French sheepmilk feta, basil, mint, pistachios, and 
homemade brioche bread 
9 roasted MacArthur and Allendale zucchini, Pecorino di Pienza 
Morchiato from Formaggio Kitchen, lemon, and Maldon salt
10 lemon sorbet, MacArthur Farm raspberries and 
champagne
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Shopping

As our goal is to connect people with farmers and artisan suppliers, 
sourcing and shopping embodies these values. We maximize the use of 
hand-made, local, and artisan products and we don’t cut corners. We feel 
good about the money we spend. Of course we use organic sugar, but we 
don’t mention it on the menu. 

We avoid entering a corporate supermarket, as the point of the event 
is to evade the food policies and practices that they perpetuate. When we 
can’t find an expected product, we substitute something else that we can 
purchase from a local and sustainable source.  

For a New Years Viand we planned to serve fish from a favorite local 
fisher-family, but they took the holiday week off and weren’t at the market. 
We visited a local fish shop, but found nothing local and didn’t feel good 
about buying from that shop or serving unsustainable fish. So we thought 
around the neighborhood, remembering that Candy, “The Meat Man,” 
always works on holidays. We felt good about supporting one of the few 
remaining local butcher shops. And changed the menu dramatically. 

We plan to enjoy our time shopping, eating treats along the way. We 
remain open to noticing products and ingredients we hadn’t planned on 
serving. We tell every merchant about the event, explaining how we will 
draw attention to farmers and artisan producers. Of course we invite them 
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along! Afterwards, we take them copies of the final menu, so they can see 
their names. 

A shopping matrix will reduce shopping stress and last minute trips.  
Track every ingredient in every dish. Double and triple check to make sure 
this list is accurate. The matrix enables you to integrate the shopping into 
your regular shopping trips in the week prior to the event.  

dish home fmkt natural store gourmet shop

1/Zucchini Maldon Salt zucchini 
lemon

pecorino

2/Panzanella balsamic
mint

cucumbers
tomatoes
basil
purslane

pistachios bread
feta
olives

Keep in mind that it’s much easier and more fun not to go alone. In 
general, we don’t divide up the trips and send shoppers out separately, 
because then everybody is lonely with heavy boxes. Once a guest skipped 
her bodybuilding class to carry vegetables on marketing day.





Episode 26: Continental Drift, The First Sydney Viand
Early autumn means tomatoes are cheap, cucumbers are sweet, and 
basil is plentiful so these beauties make repeat appearances tonight.
1 butter bread Jim Lahey’s “no-knead” bread with butter layered in
2 fennel, cucumber, pickled onion with Pecora mozzarella Cribbed from 
Panzano Denver’s nightly salad with housemade mozzarella.
3 chestnut pesto pasta Pesto is traditionally made with pine nuts. One farm 
in the Southern Highlands has planted pine nut trees, so we should have 
Australian pine nuts in a few years. Although Australia does have a walnut 
industry, local stores sell California’s. In the mean time, it’s chestnut pesto. 
Fresh linguini from Pasta Emilia.
4 panzanella salad I fi rst had this classic bread salad at Emilio’s in Santa 
Barbara. Over the years I’ve found that the only essential ingredient is ripe 
tomatoes. I often omit bread. I’ve retained Emilio’s basil and mint, added 
purslane, and replaced pistachios with Australian macadamias.
5 Moobi Valley Farm rump steak with tomato jam The important thing is to 
cook the tomatoes until they get a little brown.
6 roasted zucchini and corn with kaffi r lime leaves and coconut Roasting 
with plenty of oil and salt makes vegetables taste like candy.
7 Eumundi smoked chicken on wild watercress
8 Pecora Blue with fi g and Eumundi Smokehouse Russian salami with pear 
compote One of the owners of Pecora Dairy has been able to quit their 
day job… Pears from Kurrawong Organics.
9 cucumber sandwiches (with Eumundi hot salami) A cubist and spicy 
reinterpretation. Bread from Tartine Sydney. 
10 persimmon with Kakawa chocolate Champion’s Mountain fruit.
Produce from Kemps Creek Farms. All produce, fruit, pasta, cheese, 
charcuterie, and meat from Eveleigh Carraigeworks Farmers Market. 
Murray River inland Australian salt . Kialla organic white fl our . Organic 

Times Butter . Clarendon Farms Eggs. Simon Johnson balsamic vinegar.
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Debriefing

Debriefing is the space and time for development of new ideas, solving 
problems, and –most important– for keeping the chefs happy. The first 
few days after an event, we keep a notepad handy to scribble reflections 
and ideas as they come up. Within a week, we have a serious meeting with 
all of the chefs and hosts. We have a simple agenda: 

What rocked? (went well)  ^
What rattled? (didn’t go well)  ^
What do we want to do differently next time?  ^

In the process of debriefing, the most important thing is acknowledging 
the meaningful and pleasurable moments that made it all worth it and 
those that made somebody not want to be doing it. Be sure to build up the 
former and work to eliminate the latter. 

We stumbled whenever we forgot our own pleasure or tried to 
create a static product rather than supporting a creative unfolding. We 
see underground restaurants as part of a social movement, which means 
that these events should be full of experiments and play. This encourages 
us to propose many things, without fear of making mistakes because the 
connections are not deductive or fixed. Ultimately, we want the effects to 
go beyond food, and we experiment to that end. 
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Timeline

We have launched events in less than a week. But a month is much better. 
That is – A month from the day you confirm a location and team of chefs. 

4 weeks out
The first thing you’ll want to do is write the invitation and assemble  �
a mailing list. After soliciting input from chefs and hosts, let one 
person write the invitation so that you don’t suffer excessive fussing 
over the manifesto. Explain enough about the event so people have 
an idea that it’s special, while leaving a little mystery to discover. 
Be welcoming but clear about policies, like cancellations and 
vegetarians. (We do not make special dietary accommodations.) 
Include photos! 

 Establish the numbers: How many people can fit in the space?  �
How many do you want to cook for? How many of these will be 
paying guests? How many work trade people? How many spots are 
reserved as VIPs? How much are you charging? Will there be any 
guests who don’t pay? What will be the income of the event? Do 
you want to spend it all on food, pay the chefs a little, invest in some 
in equipment for next time? 

 Appoint one punctilious person to manage the guest list, and leave  �



Fresh fruit tarts 
Reverse engineered from Pasquini’s Baking, Denver
The crust dough is called pâte sucrée.  30 minutes. 
• Mix: 1 cup fl our, 2 tbsp granulated sugar, 1/4 tsp salt.
• Slice into the bowl: 6 tbsp cold butter
• Using your fi ngers, break the butter into smaller and smaller pieces. As 
it mixes with the dry ingredients, it will eventually form a mealy texture. 
Remember to break, not squeeze the butter. This is “cutting in”.
• Once you have an evenish meal, dribble water into the bowl 1 tbsp at a 
time, squeezing the dough together until it forms a ball. It’s done as soon 
as it’s all able to stick together. Do not knead or work it.
• Using plenty of fl our to prevent this delicate dough from sticking, roll to a 
thickness of 1/8-1/4 inch. (Yes, you can use a wine bottle as a rolling pin!) 
If you are using a tart pan with a removable bottom, roll the dough out 
directly onto the tart pan so you don’t have to move it. If you do have to 
move the dough, such as into a pie pan, it may break, but you can repair 
it by just pushing on it once it’s in place.
• Bake the pastry shell at 350 until pale golden. (12-15 minutes)
• While it’s baking, mix 1.5 cups ricotta cheese with 1/3 cup white sugar 
and 1 tsp vanilla extract. (If you have time to drain the ricotta beforehand, 
that’s great.) 
• Remove from oven and place a handful of semi-sweet chocolate in the 
middle of the shell. Return to oven for one minute. Use a butter knife to 
spread the chocolate across the shell.
• Let cool (if you’re in a hurry, cool in the freezer for 10 minutes)
• Spread the ricotta over the tart, then heap with sliced fresh fruit, especially 
blackberries.  
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them to it. It’s a big pain, and you really don’t want to be involved 
unless you have to. Set up a dedicated email for invitations and 
responses. 

 If you’re planning to take RSVPs in order of receipt, try to invite  �
everyone at the same time. Our events generally fill in 12-18 hours, 
so other than your scarce VIP slots (which you should really save 
until the end because someone extra important will appear), you 
probably won’t have a chance to invite people later. If we are serving 
at a hosted location, we usually give the host 4 slots to fill with their 
friends. Be clear with the host about whether these slots are/not 
complimentary.  

 Establish a method of communication among the chefs for menu  �
planning. We’ve used email and phone, but once we got five chefs 
on a participatory wiki. We used the wiki for brainstorming, putting 
the menu items in order, and then everyone pasted in details for 
the annotated menu. It’s fun to have face-to-face meetings too, 
especially if you include time to cook together. 

3 weeks out
 Send the invitation. �

 Round up equipment and tableware. Locate nearby sources for  �
extra chairs. If using a borrowed kitchen, inventory it and send this 
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info to all the chefs so they bring what they need and don’t lug 
redundant items. (We bring our own pans baking sheets and skillets 
because roasting makes a mess, but we use hosts’ food processors, 
mixing bowls, pasta pots, and other things we’re sure we won’t 
ruin.)   

Create educational materials and signage (“this way to Dinner”… �
“Please keep your fork for the entire evening”...) 

 Start brainstorming dishes. Relax and enjoy this.  �

2 weeks out
Continue working on the menu.  �

 Gather leaflets from vendors and artisans whose products may be  �
served. 

 By this point, you will probably have a full guest list, including  �
work-trade guests. Communicate with work-trade people about 
the timing of their shifts. You may want to assign one work-trade 
person to furniture setup and breakdown if needed. 

1 week out
 Each chef should make their shopping matrix.  �

 Run any necessary kitchen experiments.  �





Favorites

Thai fi reworks
On a large spinach leaf: drizzle honey and then add: ½ tsp toasted 
coconut, 2 roasted salted peanuts, 3 tiny dried shrimp, slivers of red onion, 
tiny slice of lemon including the peel.

Nicolas’ picnic
Slice of hard Fuyu persimmon, slice of burrata, drizzle of Saba (grape 
must). 

Salami salad 
Petit Jesu, Wild Boar Sopressata, Saucison sec Basquese, Speck Alto Adige, 
Salametti Secchi. 
This was a fun dish because we tasted so many cured meats in the process 
of designing it. Each week leading up to the dinner, we’d taste several 
at Formaggio’s Kitchen and then bring home the favorites to play with 
during the week, trying out different dressings. In the end we used red wine 
vinegar and olive oil. 

Samoan ceviche
Chop assorted fi sh and soak overnight in coconut milk and lemon. Add 
chopped onions and cucumber before serving. 
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 Establish menu order. Consider oven timing as well as flavors.  �

Send reminder to guests with address, directions, parking info,  �
menu teasers, and reminders that special food needs cannot be 
accommodated. 

2 days out
 Start working on the kitchen GANTT charts. We usually have two.  �
These charts need to be done very carefully and benefit from several 
double-checks. They may be revised several times on the day-of.

The Event GANTT starts about 2 hours before the meal and proceeds  �
to its end. Put time in the columns. Make one row for each:

 chef and work-trade person �
 the stovetop �
 the oven �
 service (tray/bowl for serving?) �

The Day-of GANTT includes food prep, setup, and last minute things   �
like printing the menus and lighting the candles. Rows should be

 people �
 vehicles �
tasks: set-up and prep �
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The day of
 Answer the phone. Everyone working on the event has a tight day  �
and they need answers fast. 

Refer to your GANTT frequently to see what needs to be done.  �
But also be open to surprises. Ingredients that suddenly appear (or 
disappear!) are opportunities to do what is most meaningful about 
Slow Food, sustainable cuisine, and decommodified home cooking. 
Enjoy the process. Touch the food. Love the people who will be 
eating it, before you have met them. Take time to enjoy setting up, 
creating the space where rituals and revelations will appear. 

30 minutes before the event starts, take a moment to connect with  �
all the chefs and workers and to focus on what you are doing and 
why. Share a taste of food as you embrace the gift you are about to 
give. 

The day after 
 Cleanup is a great time to begin a chatty debrief. �

 Check in with other chefs if they’re not with you.  �

 Let cleanup be languid and pleasurable. Stop often to snack on  �
leftovers and remember the meal. 
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Afterword

A question we kept asking ourselves while writing this book is why 
underground restaurants need to be beautiful? What does this accomplish, 
besides indulging our personal aesthetic preferences? 

We asked ourselves what do we mean when we say beautiful? Making 
things beautiful requires intention, it is about paying attention, and it is a 
sign that what we are doing is meaningful to us. And the form we seek in 
making things beautiful is elegance, a profound, uncontrived expression of 
form and function. 

Beautiful is a sign of celebration, of food with integrity, of the 
farmers and artisans who make it, of the trust everyone expressed in 
coming together, and of our own courage to create.  

These celebrations are a reminder of what we are fighting for when 
we do politics — not a grim world of meetings and selflessness, but one 
of abundance, generosity, and sacred husbandry. By entering politics in a 
beautiful form, it becomes an alluring object of desire.
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